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Abstrakt
Cílem této diplomové práce je zjistit, jak je vnímána ruská hrozba v českém
politickém a administrativním diskurzu. Autor založil svoji práci na teorii konstruktivismu
a na metodě diskurzivní analýzy. Konkrétně se inspiroval přístupem Teuna A. van Dijka.
Autor vybral aktéry, kteří jsou podle jeho názoru, nejdůležitější pro formování
konstruktu ruské hrozby v českém politickém a administrativním diskurzu. Autor rozdělil
aktéry do dvou kategorií. V první kategorii jsou nejdůležitější instituce: prezident České
republiky a jeho kancelář a vláda České republiky, která je zastoupena premiérem České
republiky a relevantními ministerstvy (Ministerstvo zahraničních věcí, Ministerstvo
obrany, Ministerstvo vnitra a Ministerstvo průmyslu a obchodu). Druhá kategorie je
složena z parlamentních stran a hnutí. Vybrané instituce převážně vnímají přítomnost
ruské hrozby. Nejde však o hrozbu vojenského charakteru, ale spíše o hrozbu plynoucí z
ruských informačních aktivit. Největší obavy panují z přítomnosti propagandy a
desinformačních kampaní. Názor prezidenta Miloše Zemana se liší od poměrně
jednotného názoru vybraných institucí. Miloš Zeman nepovažuje ruskou hrozbu za
relevantní. Mezi parlamentními politickými stranami a hnutími je situace více
komplikovaná, diskurs je zde více roztříštěn.

Abstract
The goal of this diploma thesis is to find how the Russian threat is perceived in the
Czech political, and administrative discourse. The author decided to use constructivism,
and discourse analysis to achieve the goal. Concretely he was inspired by Teun A. van
Dijk's approach. The author chose actors, which in his opinion are the most important

for shaping of the Russian threat construct in the Czech political, and administrative
discourse. There are two categories of chosen actors. First category is composed of
relevant institutions: The President of the Czech Republic, and his office, and The
Government of the Czech Republic. The author chose five sub-actors to represent the
government: The Prime Minister of the Czech Republic, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Czech Republic, Ministry of the Defence and Armed Forces of the Czech Republic,
Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic, and Ministry of Industry and Trade.
Second category is aimed on parliamentary political parties, and movements in the
Chamber of Deputies. The discourse could be characterized like fragmented. Chosen
institutions mostly recognize possibility of Russian threatening behavior. They do not
perceive any military threat for the Czech Republic, but there are concerns especially
about Russian informational activities like propaganda, and disinformation campaigns
which could influence Czech democratic system. Opinions of President Miloš Zeman
differ from more or less unitary institutional discourse. He does not perceive Russian
behavior like a threat. Amongst parliamentary political parties, and movements the
situation is more complicated, the discourse is more fragmented.
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Introduction
Relations with Russia are in the Czech society important issue for a long time and in
last few years this topic has been more discussing. Recent discussion is mainly caused by
latest events (especially crisis in Ukraine) and influenced by long mutual history. On the
first look it is obvious that in the Czech society are tensions how to perceive Russia and
how (and if) cooperate with Russia. Especially with Ukrainian crisis came up question if
Russia is security threat to the Czech Republic. Similar discussions could be seen also on
the political and administrative level. So in my thesis I want to describe opinions, on the
Russia like a security threat for the Czech Republic and its allies, which are present at
the Czech political and administrative discourse.

Reason why I decided to describe political and administrative discourse is that I
think that other discourses (medial discourse, general population discourse) are difficult
to work with (especially choosing actors and collecting data). I also think that it is
important to make complex overview of political and administrative discourse, because
this discourse is essential for finding out how given country will probably react when
situation will change.

In terms of time range I want to start my analysis during Ukrainian crisis, because I
think that this event triggered current form of discourse, but it is also possible that I use
some statements from Russo-Georgian war or from other important events.
Nevertheless I want mainly focus on the most recent time period.

Like I said above my goal is to make complex overview of Czech political and
administrative discourse concerning perception of Russian threat. This includes also
opinions of chosen actors if any threat exists at all. I also think that important part of
discourse is debate which threats are more imminent and more serious (e.g. migrant

crisis, so called Islamic state, terrorism etc.). So I don't want only to work with the
Russian threat itself, but I also want to include the perception how this topic is serious
or even relevant.

Methodology
In my thesis I want to use methods of discourse analysis. I want to chose actors
which are representing political and administrative level (e.g. President of the Czech
Republic and his office, Government of the Czech Republic, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Defence, parliamentary political parties,
parliamentary committees, security forces) and I want to find their opinions in the
publicly accessible sources, also I want to contact them directly and if it will be possible I
want to ask them set of questions. From these data I want to identify most frequent
topics and I want to summarize whole range of opinions on these topics. My goal is to
analyze opinions of chosen actors on the most frequent issues which came up from the
previous inquiry.

Research Question
Goal of my thesis is to find what are opinions on the Russian threat in the Czech
political and administrative discourse. I want to find if actors even perceive Russia like a
security threat and what are the reasons for their opinions. Important question also is
how their think about possible Russian threat in the face of the other security challenges
(migration crisis etc.). I want to create complex overview of perception of the Russian
threat in the Czech political and administrative circles.

Possible Structure
1. Introduction
2. Methodological part
3. Actors and their opinions
4. Analysis of the most Frequent Topics
5. Conclusion

Primary Sources
Part of my analysis will be based on the publicly accessible sources, mainly actors'
websites, social media sites and statements in media. I also want to approach actors
directly and ask them set of questions. Below I am presenting examples of sources:

ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE SECURITY INFORMATION SERVICE [online]. Available at:
http://bis.cz/vyrocni-zpravy.html [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE ANO 2011 [online]. Available at: http://www.anobudelip.cz/cs/
[Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE CIVIC DEMOCRATIC PARTY [online].

Available at:

http://www.ods.cz/ [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF BOHEMIA AND MORAVIA [online].
Available at: https://kscm.cz/ [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE CZECH SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY [online]. Available at:
http://www.cssd.cz/ [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE DAWN - NATIONAL COALITION [online]. Available at:
http://www.usvitnarodnikoalice.cz/ [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE FREEDOM AND DIRECT DEMOCRACY [online].

Available at:

http://spd.cz/ [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC [online]. Available at:
http://www.vlada.cz/ [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES, PARLIAMENT OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC
[online].

Available at: http://www.psp.cz/sqw/hp.sqw [Accessed: 29th September

2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE CHRISTIAN AND DEMOCRATIC UNION - CZECHOSLOVAK PEOPLE'S
PARTY [online].

Available at: http://www.kdu.cz/domu [Accessed: 29th September

2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE & ARMED FORCES OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC
[online]. Available at: http://www.army.cz/ [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC [online].
Available at: http://www.mzv.cz/jnp/ [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC [online].
Available at: http://www.mvcr.cz/ [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC [online] Available at:
http://www.zemanmilos.cz/cz/ [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE SENATE, PARLIAMENT OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC [online]. Available
at: http://www.senat.cz/ [Accessed: 29th September 2015].

OFFICIAL SITE OF THE TOP 09 [online]. Available at: http://www.top09.cz/ [Accessed:
29th September 2015].
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Abbreviations
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Bezpečnostní informační služba (Security Information Service)

EU

The European union

ČSSD

Česká strana sociálně demokratická (Czech Social Democratic Party)

KDU-ČSL Křesťanská a demokratická unie - Československá strana lidová (Christian and
Democratic Union - Czechoslovak People's Party)
KSČM

Komunistická strana Čech a Moravy (Communist Party of Bohemia and
Moravia)

NATO

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization

ODS

Občanská demokratická strana (Civic Democratic Party)

SPD

Strana přímé demokracie (Freedom and Direct Democracy)

STAN

Starostové a nezávislí (Mayors and Independents)
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Introduction
The Czech Republic is a relatively small state in the centre of Europe. For such state
is important to have good relations with its neighbors, and with closest powers. For the
Czech Republic, and its predecessors, it was mainly state structures placed in today's
Germany and Russia. The Czech Republic is now a member of the same international
organizations like Germany, especially their membership in the EU and NATO is
suggesting that these two states are now allies, and they are not perceiving themselves
like a security threat. Nevertheless, relations between the Czech Republic and the
Russian Federation are more complicated, although they are not direct neighbors. In
the history are many examples of events which mark how is this relationship
complicated. The restoration of the state after the Second World War, the Prague Spring
in 1968, the transfer of Soviet forces after the Velvet Revolution, the Czech accession to
NATO, and the considered building of the US missile defence on the Czech territory,
these are all examples that Czech-Russian relations have been tangled. Moreover, in the
recent period this relationship has been influenced by new impulses. Generally, relation
between the Russian Federation and Western structures has new dynamic. This
development was triggered particularly by the Ukraine crisis and by the Russian
annexation of Crimea. In certain circles Russia is perceived like a security threat, term
hybrid warfare is often used like a magic formula, and concerns about Russia attacking
Baltic states is deeply present in Western security debates. Contemporary rhetoric
sometimes reminds the Cold War era. The situation in the Czech Republic is very
similar, especially thanks to the Czech historical experience. The Russian threat
construct is definitely present in the Czech discourse, but the question is how it is
perceived by Czech state officials and by elected politicians. These actors are shaping
Czech policy, so their opinion is what really matters, and what should be analyzed. The
goal of this diploma thesis is to create overview of opinions towards the Russian threat
present in the Czech political and administrative discourse. Nevertheless, the author
does not want to evaluate truthfulness of analyzed statements, and he does not want to
follow whole development of individual constructs, he does not see it like a goal of this
diploma thesis. The goal is to create the most actual overview of the discourse.
Therefore, the author formulates following Research Question.
15

RQ: How is perceived the Russian threat in the Czech political, and administrative
discourse?

The author bases his research on the constructivist theory, more specifically on the
assumption that actors are creating social reality, and social reality is creating actors
(Waisová, 2009, p. 134). The author chose actors, which in his opinion are the most
important for shaping of the Russian threat construct in the Czech political, and
administrative discourse. There are practically two categories of chosen actors. First
category is composed of relevant institutions: The President of the Czech Republic, and
his office, and The Government of the Czech Republic. The author chose five sub-actors
to represent the government: The Prime Minister of the Czech Republic, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, Ministry of the Defence and Armed Forces of the
Czech Republic, Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic, and Ministry of Industry
and Trade. The author chose these institutions, because in his opinion they are
important for creation of the Czech foreign and security policy, thus their perspective is
crucial for perceiving of the topic in this area. Because the Czech republic is a
parliamentary democracy second category is aimed on parliamentary political parties,
and movements (the Chamber of Deputies): ANO 2011, Civic Democratic Party,
Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia, Czech Social Democratic Party, Dawn National Coalition, Freedom and Direct Democracy, Christian and Democratic Union Czechoslovak People's Party, and TOP 09 and STAN. The Chamber of Deputies of the
Parliament of the Czech Republic has important status in the Czech political system. The
Government of the Czech Republic is created on the basis of results of elections to this
body, it is accountable to it, and also laws and treaties are approved by this body. The
Chamber of Deputies has authority to outvote a veto of the President and of the Senate.
Those are reasons why the author is considering parties elected into the Chamber of
Deputies like important actors for the Czech political system, thus also for perceiving of
the Russian threat construct. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that actors are
not often homogeneous, for example political parties are composed of its members, and
such members could have (and often have) various opinions on some subject.
Therefore, the author thinks that it is important to take this fact into the analysis, and
16

try to deal with it by stressing it, but he still argues that chosen actors should be
perceived like one (even complex) entity. Politicians in Czech political parties, and
movements have strong voting discipline, and they are mostly acting accordingly with a
party will.

The author wants to employ discourse analysis method to answer the research
question. He forms four categories (Russian Foreign Policy as a threat; Security, and
Economic Relations; Russian Propaganda, and Informational Activities; The Czech
Republic as a member of NATO), which are in his opinion relevant for the construction
of the Russian threat. Actors' perspective on these categories should provide sufficient
overview of the analyzed discourse. Theirs perspective will be analyzed especially
through public statements of their representatives - ministers, officials, political parties
members etc. Nonetheless, official reports and documents are also analyzed.

The

author also wants to try to contact actors directly, and ask them on their opinions on
the respective categories. For this purpose the author formulated four sub-questions,
which are presented in the chapter dealing with operationalization. The author wants
to analyze the most recent discourse possible, but when it is necessary the author wants
to go deeper into the past. The diploma thesis has three main parts. In the first part the
analytical framework is described, second part is dedicated to the analysis of actors'
perspective on the topic, and in the third part is presented overview of the Czech
political, and administrative discourse towards the Russian threat.

1. The Analytical Framework
1.1 Theory
This diploma thesis is inspired by constructivist thoughts. "Constructivism focuses
on what Searle (199 ) has called social facts things like money, sovereignty, and rights
which have no material reality but exist only because people collectively believe they
exist and act accordingly" (Searle, cited in Finnemore and Sikkink, 2001, p. 393).
According to Petr Drulák constructivism is one of the youngest main theories, and this is
one of the reasons why it is not yet fully established. There are present many views on
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the question what is constructivism and how to use it. Drulák argues that constructivism
refers to an assumption that reality is a social construct created and maintained by a
discourse and actors' practice. He says that constructivism is connected with a debate
about relation between an actor and a structure. Drulák sets a question if a structure
(international system) creates actors (states), or that actors create a structure (Drulák,
2010, p. 123). Šárka Waisová thinks that constructivism could be sum up by two
statements. Firstly, constructivism agrees that world politics is created by social
structures. Secondly, social facts are existing, because relevant actors are believing that
these facts are existing. She suggests that constructivists argue that phenomena are
socially constructed, and that their existence is dependent on the their perception and
interpretation by actors. Waisová also mentions three constructivist ontological
positions. First, social factors are influenced especially by human interactions, so for
actors material structures have meaning only in the context of social rules. Second,
construction of identities, and interests emerge from social structures. Third, there is
mutual relationship between actors, and a structure - actors are creating a structure and
a structure is creating actors. According to Waisová constructivist agree with the
statement that state system has roots in anarchical international society, which is
created by states sharing certain rules and institutions (Waisová, 2009, p. 134). Christian
Reus-Smit points out that constructivists perceive actors as deeply social, they claim that
actors' identities are constituted by institutionalized norms, values and ideas of the
social environment in which they act (Reus-Smit, 2005, p. 199). Reus-Smit differentiates
amongst three groups of constructivists: systemic (focusing on interactions between
unitary state actors), unit-level (concentrate on the relationship between domestic
social and legal norms and the identities and interest of state), and holistic (bridge
between previous groups; treating the domestic and the international as two faces of a
single social and political order) (Reus-Smit, 2005, pp. 199 201).

The goal of this diploma thesis is to analyze how chosen actors are perceiving the
Russian threat. The author agrees with constructivist argument that social reality is
created by interactions and behavior of actors, in this case mainly on the domestic level.
Nevertheless, actors are still also reacting on external impulses, so the author wants to
include both domestic (e.g. interests of domestic politicians, and political parties, etc.),
18

and international perspective (e.g. membership in international organizations,
international relations, international trade). The key theoretical argument of this
diploma thesis is that social reality is constructed by actors. On this assumption is based
the whole analysis.

1.2 Methodology
The author wants to employ discourse analysis to answer the research question. Vít
Beneš summarizes discourse analysis like a set of methods aimed on the studying of a
common language in the social context, more specifically on an analysis of creation of a
meaning by verbal communication, images (films, posters, etc.), and of any other non
verbal communication. Beneš stresses that in the political science and international
relations a researcher has limited ways how to observe a reality directly. Practically all
observations are based on an analysis of speeches, documents, and other forms of
communication. He also suggests that discourse analysis is not perceiving a language
only like a simple medium, but it takes a language like a part of the socio-political reality.
Thus discourse analysis does not explore truthfulness of statements, but it is trying to
find how actors are constructing a meaning through those statements (Beneš, 2008, pp.
92 93).

The author's research is inspired by Teun A. van Dijk's approach towards political
discourse, and by his image of political discourse analysis (PDA). Van Dijk firstly
describes political discourse. He argues that political discourse should not be only
interpreted like an expression of professional politicians, but he thinks that also actors
which are part of political process should be included (the public, the people, voters,
citizens, members of pressure and issue groups, demonstrators, dissidents, etc.).
Nevertheless, van Dijk says that inclusion of such actors should be based on their activity
in the given topic, and that the political discourse should not be taken so broad that it
will coincide with the general public discourse (van Dijk, 1997, pp. 12 15). The author of
this diploma thesis wants to focus especially on the most important actors, which are
creating Czech policy, although, it is also because of the range which is possible to cover
in a diploma thesis.
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Van Dijk sees that "...political discourse (and its many genres) may here be singled
out as a prominent way of 'doing politics'. Indeed, most political actions (such as
passing laws, decision making, meeting, campaigning etc.) are largely discursive. Thus,
besides parliamentary debates, bills, laws, government, or ministerial regulations, and
other institutional forms of text and talk, we find such political discourse genres as
propaganda, political advertising, political speeches, media interviews, political talk
shows, party programs, ballots, and so on." (van Dijk, 1997, p. 18). Van Dijk presents
that "political discourse is primarily seen as a form of political action, and as pan of the
political process" (van Dijk, 1997, p. 20), and he suggests some discourse structures and
strategies of political text and talk, which could be used for analytical purposes. They
are: topics, superstructures or textual 'schemata', local semantics, lexicon, syntax,
rhetoric, expression structures, and speech acts and interaction (van Dijk, 1997, pp. 23
37). In regard to topics van Dijk claims that political discourse may be practically about
any topic, but there are some topics which are more frequented (political systems,
ideologies, institutions, the political process, political actors, and political events). These
topics are shaped by topical agents. Topical agents are actors which have a chance to
influence the debate, and which are capable to be part of creating topics. Van Dijk
believes that threats; future development; and announcements of future actions, and
promises are typical topics for political discourse. He marks them like future oriented
(van Dijk, 1997, pp. 25 27). According to van Dijk superstructures (or textual 'schemata')
have a function in creating meanings. For example placing of an information, its
highlighting, or concealing is helping with creating of an intended meaning. In van Dijk's
opinion "relatively insignificant details may get extra emphasis by putting them in
prominent (first, important) schematic categories, and vice versa, in order to conceal
important information, we may downgrade it by putting in less prominent textual
categories" (van Dijk, 1997, p. 29). Furthermore, political genres may have its own
schematic structure. Parliamentary debates are different from political speeches, party
programs, etc. Van Dijk sees that all these variables are important for proper analysis of
a political discourse (van Dijk, 1997, pp. 29 30). Local semantics are for van Dijk also
significant topic, he thinks that local coherence; presuppositions, and entailment;
indirectness, and implicitness; strategies of description, and representation need further
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analysis (van Dijk, 1997, p. 31). According to van Dijk "politicians will tend to emphasize
all meanings that are positive about themselves and their own group (party, ideology,
etc.) and negative about Others, while they will hide, mitigate, play-down, leave,
implicit, etc. information that will give them a bad impression and their opponents a
good impression" (van Dijk, 1997, pp. 32 33). Van Dijk marks lexicon like an important
mean for creating discourse. Using of specific words when talking about allies, or
enemies is classical example (terrorists vs. freedom fighters). Syntax could be used for
similar purposes too, these are approaches which van Dijk lists: "...manipulation of
syntactic style, using of pronouns, variations of word order, the uses of specific syntactic
categories, active and passive constructions, nominalizations, clause embedding,
sentence complexity" (van Dijk, 1997, p. 33). Generally, very similar strategies van Dijk
describes also in remaining categories (rhetoric, expression structures, speech acts and
interaction). Improving of its own position, and damaging enemies is according to van
Dijk standard procedure in rhetoric (van Dijk, 1997, pp. 34 37).

The author of this diploma thesis hopes that van Dijk's approach will help him with
analyzing discourses of individual actors, thus it will help with creating complex
overview of the Czech political, and administrative discourse towards the Russian threat
- which is the ultimate goal of this diploma thesis. The author chose actors which could
be in his opinion called topical. He sees them like those which are the most important
for creating analyzed topic, and discourse. The author wants to use van Dijk's
description of

political discourse analysis like an inspiration for analyzing chosen

discourse, and chosen actors' opinions. Van Dijk names many approaches, and strategies
how discourse is created, and shaped by actors. He also stresses what he considers
important for such analysis. The author wants to use van Dijk's remarks to find how
chosen actors work with the concept of the Russian threat, thus what is the perception
of the Russian threat in the Czech political, and administrative discourse. Nevertheless,
the van Dijk's concept will not be fully applied literally. The author wants to use it more
like an inspiration for his research.
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1.3 Operationalization
The goal of this diploma thesis it to answer the research question: How is perceived
Russian threat in the Czech political, and administrative discourse, and thus make
overview of the Czech political, and administrative discourse concerning the Russian
threat. The author does not want to describe the whole development of actors'
opinions, the author tries to find the most actual discourse. For this purpose the author
chose constructivist approach, and his research is inspired by discourse analysis, more
specifically by Teun A. van Dijk's approach towards political discourse. The author
decided to firstly analyze broader discourse to create categories which then he used to
find how individual actors perceive the Russian threat. In these categories the author is
describing why he considers the issue of the Russian threat like and important topic.
These categories are: Russian Foreign Policy as a Threat; Security, and Economic
Relations; Russian Propaganda, and Informational Activities; and the Czech Republic as a
member of NATO. These categories are more concretely described further in this
chapter. The author assumes that all actors do not have an opinion/answer on all his
categories, but he considers having, or not having opinion like a part of a discourse. Thus
in a specific way it is also an answer which could have influence on creating meanings.
The categories are not meant to create a structure of individual actor's analysis, but they
should help with separating of data, and thus with analysis of the discourse. Sources are
mostly public statements (interviews, speeches, etc.) of the chosen actors, and
published documents (especially by state institutions). In every category is broadly
specified which expressions, and constructs the author will be looking for to conduct
following analysis.

Because the author also wanted to ask chosen actors directly, he formulated four
sub-questions. These sub-question will not be answered in the empirical part, but there
are formulated only to obtain data from actors. The author understands the subquestions like a tool, they were not created to be fully answered, but working with them
should help with the answering the research question. The questions are inspired by
four categories which the author created to operationalize the Research Question.
Nevertheless, the issue was how many actors would answer those direct questions. Full
answers provided only KSČM, and KDU-ČSL.
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Sub Q-1: Does the Russian Foreign Policy threatening the Czech Republic, its security,
and how?
Sub Q-2: How important are Economic Relations with the Russian Federation for the
Czech Republic, and its security?
Sub Q-3: How the Russian Informational Activities are influencing the Czech Republic's
security?
Sub Q-4: How the Czech membership in NATO is influencing relations with the Russian
Federation?

1.3.1 Categories
1.3.1.1 Russian Foreign Policy as a Threat
Because of mutual history and geographical location, the relations between the
Czech Republic and the Russian Federation (and its predecessors) were often tight.
Today, when the Czech Republic is a member of NATO, and when there are many
diplomatic clashes between Western countries, and Russia, Russian Foreign Policy is an
important topic, and the author argues that it is even more important to watch it closely
to evaluate if there is any threat for the security of the Czech Republic. The author
wants to find how chosen actors perceive this category, and how this category is
influencing the Russian threat construct in the Czech Republic.

The Russian Foreign Policy has been causing serious concerns in the West in the
recent period. Especially after the Crisis in Ukraine and annexation of Crimea this topic
gained new importance. Also the conflict in Syria and Russian involvement are creating
fears that Cold War era is returning. World media often reports about such concerns.
For example Qatar-based television Al Jazeera broadcasted a debate about this topic
this October (Al Jazeera, 2016). An article with similar concerns was also published on
Bloomberg.com. In the article are even compared numbers of military forces during the
Cold War and today (Champion, 2016). Not only that media reports about a new Cold
War, but there are present statements of highest statesmen involved. Russian prime
minister Dmitry Medvedev said in February this year, "We have slid, in essence, into
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times of a new Cold War" (Norman and Troianovski, 2016). It is obvious that there is
present atmosphere of fear and uncertainty. There are many concrete Russian steps,
which are supporting such claims. Russian involvement in Syria, especially bombing of
Aleppo, is perceived like one of those steps. There are opinions that this campaign is not
only aimed to defeat enemy, but it should serve like a tool to strengthen Russian
position in the area and in the international system (Fisher, 2016). Another example is
deployment of Admiral Kuznetsov aircraft carrier to Mediterranean, its actual military
value could be disputed, but it is another clear evidence that Russia wants to be present
and have an influence in the region (Pfeffer, 2016). Moreover, Russia has long history of
violations of foreign air space, close encounters at sea, and other dangerous behavior
(Dearden, 2014). One of the most known incident is flyby of Russian jet near USS Donald
Cook in Black Sea in 2014 (CBS News, 2014). Russia also likes to use its nuclear arsenal
like a threat to other states if they behavior is against Russian interests, particularly in
military area. Like examples could serve threat to target Norway with nuclear weapons,
if there will be deployed unit of U.S. Marines (Payton, 2016), and threat to target
Denmark's warships if they join NATO anti-missile shield (Croft, Graff and Jensen, 2015).
One of the most important issue is the security of Baltic states. NATO feels that this
region is crucial for its stability and survival. Nevertheless, Russia knows that too, so in
this region are concentrated large Russian military capacities, thus every move made
could lead to a major crisis (Meyer, 2016).

In author's opinion these steps show that the Russian Federation wants to be
perceived like an important world power, and that it is ready to use its vast military
resources to establish such state. A question is how this fact will influence the Czech
Republic, its relations with the Russian Federation, and its security. Some could object
that none of these steps is directly threatening the Czech Republic, but is it really true?
The Czech Republic is a member state of NATO, so it is bound by its rules. Article five of
the North Atlantic Treaty says "The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or
more of them in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against them
all..." (The North Atlantic Treaty, 1949). The author is not suggesting that any armed
conflict is preparing, but he thinks that it is important to realize that everything, which is
connected with NATO, is connected with the Czech Republic too. It is also important to
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remind that contemporary world is complex and connected, and that every event
influences whole system. Because of this, the author sees that monitoring of Russian
Foreign Policy is important for evaluation security threat for the Czech Republic. That is
the reason why this category is used for purposes of analyzing how chosen actors
perceiving Russian threat.

To find how actors perceive this category the author wants to search using of
concrete terms, and patterns. For the analysis is important to describe if, and how
actors are using these expressions, how they perceive them, and how they work with
them. For category Russian Foreign Policy as a Threat the author wants to look for
usage of following expressions, and constructs: Ukrainian conflict; Ukrainian crisis;
annexation of Crimea; hybrid warfare; Russian involvement is Syria; Russian threat for
the Czech Republic, the West, the EU, and NATO; international law; Budapest
Memorandum.

1.3.1.2 Security, and Economic Relations
The Russian Federation is not the largest and the most important trade partner of
the Czech Republic. In 2014 the Russian Federation was the ninth largest trade partner
of the Czech Republic (share 3.6 percent) (Czech Statistical Office, 2015, p. 32), and in
2015 the Russian Federation was the eleventh largest trade partner (share 2.5 percent)
(Czech Statistical Office, 2016, p. 40). Nevertheless, there are important issues in the
Czech-Russian relationship which could influence Czech security, and there are
evidences that security and economy are mutually influencing. Czech Security
Information Service (henceforth BIS - Czech abbreviation of its name) reported that the
Russian Federation's activities were aimed at maintaining, and strengthening its position
in Czech power engineering, and that Russian espionage continued in economic,
scientific, and technological sectors (BIS, 2016, p. 8).

Ukraine events triggered the spiral of sanctions, which involved actors has been
imposing amongst themselves. On 3rd March 2014 the Foreign Affairs Council of the
European Union had extraordinary meeting on the situation in Ukraine. The Council
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condemned "the clear violation of Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial integrity by acts
of aggression by the Russian armed forces as well as the authorization given by the
Federation Council of Russia on 1 March for the use of the Russian armed forces on the
territory of Ukraine." The Council also stated "In the absence of de-escalating steps by
Russia, the EU shall decide about consequences for bilateral relations between the EU
and Russia" (European Council and Council of the European Union, 2014). The EU itself
marks this meeting like a start of the sanction process. On 17th March 2014 were set
first restrictive measures against Russian and Ukrainian officials, and more measures
followed. For example: Import ban for goods from Crimea; targeting entities which
materially or financially supported actions against Ukraine; asset freeze; EU travel ban;
targeting certain economic sectors - finances, power industry, defence, and dual-use
goods (European Council and Council of the European Union, 2016). The Russian
Federation reacted with their own sanctions. Russia aimed especially agriculture
products from the European Union, the United States, Canada, Australia, and Norway
(Ministry of Agriculture, 2016).

From the security point of view are especially important issues connected with
nuclear energy, gas and oil supplies, and military material. The Czech Republic is
supplying its nuclear power plants with fuel from Russia, and now the Czech Republic is
trying to diversify sources of nuclear fuel for Temelín power plant to secure its regular
delivery (E15.cz, 2016). Generally, connection of Czech nuclear power plants and Russia
are creating many discussions. Russian companies wanted to participate on the
enlargement of Czech nuclear power plants, but some voices were against this
cooperation, mainly because of security concerns (Czech Television, 2014a). Another
important topic is delivering of gas and oil from the Russian Federation, particularly gas
supplies were problematic issue. Because of Russian-Ukrainian relations had Europe
problem with delivering gas from Russia. Some pipelines are led through Ukraine and
during crises Ukraine often held deliveries designated for European customers (Novák,
2014). It is possible to say that dependence of the Czech republic on the Russian
Federation in the power and fuel sector is often discussed and it is an important topic
for the Czech Republic, its security, and its independence. The spiral of sanctions is also
influencing Czech military sector. The Czech Air Force is using helicopters of Russian
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provenience. Therefore, there is necessity of delivering original spare parts from Russia
for its service. After the spiral of sanction was triggered the Czech Air Forces started to
worried about its ability to assure operation of its helicopters. This dependence
contributed to the decision to start acquisition process for new non-Russian helicopters.
Concerns about worsening of relations with the Russian Federation are present in the
company LOM Praha s.p. (Danda, 2014). This state own company is focused mainly on
service of helicopters of Russian provenience, and training of pilots (LOM Praha s.p.,
2016). Management of the company stated that lack of spare parts from Russia will
seriously affect their company, and capabilities of the Czech Air Force. LOM Praha s.p. is
fully dependent on these deliveries (Danda, 2014). These are only some examples of
mutual relationship between security and economy, Czech-Russian economic relations
are definitely much more complex, but the author thinks that these examples are
illustrating why this question matters, and why it should be included in the analysis. For
category Security, and Economic Relations the author wants to look for usage of
following expressions, and constructs: sanctions, the EU, Czech membership in the EU,
Czech-Russian economic relations, EU-Russian economic relations, supplies of materials
(oil, gas, nuclear fuel), and export.

1.3.1.3 Russian Propaganda, and Informational Activities
BIS reported in its 2014 annual report that thanks to the international and domestic
political situation it had focused especially on the Russian, Ukrainian and Chinese
activities in the Czech Republic. BIS wrote that the Russian Federation was focused on
establishing pro-Kremlin community in the Czech Republic, which should communicate
with Czech state institutions and bodies. Nonetheless, the most important part for this
category is when BIS was reporting about Russian informational methods and interests.
BIS marked Russian methods like Soviet style and proven - concealing of Russian steps,
and highlighting (or even demonizing) of Western reactions. According to BIS, Russia
was creating and maintaining complex influence and propaganda structures in the Czech
Republic. These structures were aimed to promoting Russian interests in the Czech
Republic (e.g. undermining integrity amongst the Czech Republic and its Western allies;
supporting Russian economic and political interests in the Czech Republic; etc.). BIS
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claimed that the Czech Republic was greatly influenced by Czech pro-Russian
organizations and individuals, their opinions were often spread through internet. BIS
compared contemporary Russian propaganda activities to the Comintern. According to
BIS, the Russian Federation was creating similar concept in Europe. (BIS, 2015, pp. 11
12). BIS also stated that "The arguments are put forward in a way leading Czech citizens
to believe they are recipients of opinions held by fellow citizens not of Russian
propaganda" (BIS, 2015, p. 11). In 2015 annual report BIS repeated that Russian activity
in the Czech Republic was still high, particularly because of the Ukraine and Syrian
conflicts. BIS marked Russian operations like a part of non-linear warfare (hybrid,
ambiguous, irregular, non-conventional) (BIS, 2016, p. 8). BIS in its report described
Russian methods employed in the Czech Republic. One of Russian method was to
weaken the strength of the Czech media by infiltrating them, and by producing massive
amount of propaganda. The Russian Federation were also strengthening the resistance
of its own society by producing disinformation from the Czech sources, which were
aimed on the Russian audience. Another employed method was creating of
informational chaos by producing large amount of contradictory information, which
should persuade audience that everything is a lie. BIS claimed that the Russian
Federation was creating puppet organizations to promote inter-societal and interpolitical tensions (BIS, 2016, p. 9). However, not only security forces are concerned
about Russian propaganda and informational style. Slovakian activists published their
list of pro-Russian websites in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, which are according to
them spreading Russian lies (Echo24, 2015). In author's opinion, claims mentioned
above are very serious, so they should be included into this analysis, and the problem of
the Russian informational warfare should be taken into the debate. For category
Russian Propaganda, and Informational Activities the author wants to look for usage of
following

expressions,

and

constructs:

disinformation campaign, medial activity.
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propaganda,

informational

warfare,

1.3.1.4 The Czech Republic as a Member of NATO
The Czech Republic joined NATO in 1999. When former members of the Warsaw
Pact (The Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary) became members of NATO it was another
major change in the security environment. The Russian Federation was against this
enlargement. Russia feared that this step will negatively influence its security and
capacity to defend itself (Bielewicz, 2010, pp. 14

146).

Nonetheless, the Czech

Republic is declaring that its cooperation with NATO is its strategic interest (Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2015, p. 8). These are the main reasons why the
author is considering this category like an important factor for analyzing the Russian
threat construct. The Czech Republic marks NATO like its crucial partner, but the Russian
Federation has been never enthusiastic about Czech membership in NATO. This fact is
creating a question in the Czech-Russian relations, but it is especially crucial for
perceiving of the Russian Federation in the Czech Republic, and for perceiving the Czech
Republic in the Russian Federation. It is important to mention that in the Czech Republic
are mixed feelings about its NATO membership. For example Communist Party of
Bohemia and Moravia put forth a proposal to hold a referendum about leaving NATO. In
the party's opinion NATO is creating tensions in Europe, it is threatening peace on the
continent, and does not fulfilling its mission to protect member's borders (ČTK, 2016a).

The Czech Republic is participating on many NATO activities. Some of these
activities are directly connected with the Russian Federation, and its behavior. The
Czech Air Force participated on air policing, and air surveillance mission in the Baltic
region (2009, 2012), and on Iceland (2014, 2015, 2016) (Army.cz, 2016a). During the
Baltic missions Czech aircrafts had several times to take off because of Russian planes
with turned off responders (Světnička, 2012). In 2014 NATO created so called VJTF
(Very High Readiness Joint Task Force). This task force should enhance capabilities of
standard NRF (NATO Response Force). One of the reason for its creation is the recent
Russian behavior. VJTF should provide NATO with highly capable and flexible air, land,
sea, and special forces capacities, which are prepared to be deployed at short notice
(Shape.nato.int, 2016). The Czech Republic sent to VJTF own troops and participated on
VJTF's exercises (ČTK, 2014 and Army.cz, 201 ). Moreover, like an example of
contemporary debate in the Czech Republic could serve so called Dragoon Ride
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(returning convoys of American soldiers from exercise in Baltic to home base in
Germany, whole operation was also intended like a support for Eastern NATO
members). This operation triggered large public debate, but also debate in the Czech
political discourse (Česká televize, 201 ). According to analytic Vladimír Votápek,
negative statements against Dragoon Ride were made especially by supporters of Russia
and Putin's regime (Votápek, 201 ). Again there was active Communist Party of
Bohemia and Moravia, and also initiative NE ZÁKLADNÁM (originally against U.S. missile
defence present on the Czech territory). It is important to stress that Dragoon Ride also
had many supporters throughout the Czech society. (Czech Television, 2015). The
author finds Dragoon Ride like a clear example of the clash of opinions in the perception
of NATO in the Czech Republic.

Election of Donald Trump as the President of the United States of America is
creating new challenges for the Czech Republic. His remarks towards NATO suggest that
Trump's administration may revise the U.S. role in the alliance. Trump marked NATO like
an obsolete organization and admitted that there is a possibility that in the case of
armed conflict the United States under his administration would not honor article five.
He directly connected U.S. will to help with fulfillment of commitments of individual
states (Oliphant, 2016). Author is not suggesting that the Czech Republic's security
should rely only on the United States and that the Czech Republic should dishonored its
commitments. Nevertheless, after election of Donald Trump it is possibility that there
may be changes in the Western security environment, and the Czech Republic should be
prepared for such development. In author's opinion relation with NATO will be
important topic in the near future. Also big question are future relations between
Trump and Putin. After elections Russian officials admitted contacts with Trump's team
during campaign, which were denied before. Donald Trump during his campaign also
admitted that his administration could formally recognize Russian annexation of Crimea
(Oliphant, 2016). All this facts are raising questions how will Western security
environment look like, and the author thinks that for the Czech Republic the question of
relations with NATO and Russia will be vital. Although, there are signs of possible future
warming of U.S.-Russian relations, but there are also contradictory signals. The future
vice president of the United States Mike Pence admitted possibility of renewing plans
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for U.S. missile defence shield in Poland and in the Czech Republic (Radio Poland, 2016).
Russian response on original plans for building such shield in Central Europe was strong
(Harding, 2007). Today, there is no reason to think that Russian reaction on new plans
will be any different. Therefore, future development is very uncertain and the author
thinks that Czech-NATO relations will be even more watched and even more important
than ever in the recent history. Relation of the Czech Republic and NATO is significant
for perceiving Russia and its possible threat towards the Czech Republic, and the author
thinks that this relation is also important for the Russian attitude towards the Czech
Republic. Those are the reasons why this category is included to the analysis. For
category The Czech Republic as a Member of NATO the author wants to look for usage
of following expressions, and constructs: NATO, NATO-Russian relations, the West,
deployment of forces, NATO as threat, membership in NATO.

2. The Empirical Section
In the Empirical Section the author wants to describe opinions of chosen actors on
the Russian threat construct, and thus create the overview of the Czech political, and
administrative discourse towards the Russian threat. The author is focusing on finding how
actors work with expression, and phrases which the author marked like representatives of
his categories.
2.1 The President of the Czech Republic, and his Office
President MIloš Zeman is the first directly elected President of the Czech Republic.
He was elected in 2013, and he will be in the office to 2018. In the past, Miloš Zeman
was the chairman of the Czech Social Democratic Party, the President of the Chamber of
Deputies, and from 1998 to 2002 he was the Prime Minister of the Czech Republic
(Pražský hrad, 2016).

In the interview for Russian News Agency TASS Zeman expressed opinion that the
Russian Federation does not threaten the Czech Republic. He said that in his opinion the
next war will not come from the east, but from the south (Islamic State, and other
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terrorist groups), and that this war already started. Zeman evaluated Russian
engagement in Syria like legitimate, because of the invitation from the Syrian
government. Zeman suggested broader cooperation of world community on fighting
Islamic terrorism, and said that this is common interest for NATO, and the Russian
Federation (Zeman, 2016a)1. In another interview Zeman marked the annexation of
Crimea like illegal, but irreversible, and the situation in eastern Ukraine he compared
with the frozen conflict in Transnistria (Zeman, 2016b). Zeman saw the Ukrainian war
like a civil war (Zeman, 2016b). In 2014 Zeman stated that he trusted the Russian
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, who assured him that no Russian forces were present in
Ukraine, and Zeman expressed opinion that the conflict in the Ukraine is not a Russian
invasion, but a civil war between two groups of Ukrainian inhabitants. He said that it
was an invasion when 150 000 Russian soldiers had came to Czechoslovakia in 1968.
Nevertheless, he admitted that the situation in Ukraine could become a Russian invasion
(ČTK and Echo 24, 2014). During the summit of NATO in Warsaw in 2016 Zeman praised
renewal of NATO-Russian dialogue, he also stated that this dialogue could be used like a
way how to change an attitude of Russian politicians (ČTK, 2016c). Rough
communication between the West and Russia Zeman saw more like a rhetorical exercise
than a proof of real danger. He connected this with an opinion that there is a
competition amongst world powers (China, Russia, the USA, the EU), and that
international system is competitive, so thanks to that it is understandable that the
communication is more sharpened (Zeman, 2016b). According to Zeman Russian attack
on a NATO member state would be political, and military suicide for Russia (Zeman,
2016d). Miloš Zeman supported the thought on referendum about leaving NATO, and
the EU. He said that people should have right for such expression of their will, however,
he stated that he would vote for staying in NATO, and in the EU. Zeman marked NATO
like a guarantee of the security in the fight with international terrorism. In the EU he
would stay because of coming financial support (ČRo, 2016).

1

The Office of the President of the Czech Republic publishes interviews with Miloš Zeman on its websites.
The Office marks like the author Miloš Zeman, so the author of this diploma thesis refers Zeman like the
author, although, the interviews were made by journalists. Also many political parties, and other actors
publishes interviews with its members on their websites, the author includes this sources into official sites
category, nevertheless, he assigns original authors. The reason is that the author perceives that publishing of
such interviews on its own websites also expresses actors' opinion.
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In many interviews Miloš Zeman answered questions on the sanctions against the
Russian Federation. He said that he does not agree with a sanction mechanism in
general. He thought that sanctions do not work, and he illustrated it with the Cuban
example, when he claimed that after fifty years of imposing sanctions they did not prove
profitable. Zeman said that if he wanted to be ironical, he would said that sanctions are
strengthening an actor which is sanctioned, because they are creating so called myth of
besieged fortress, and as the result popularity of leaders of these countries is growing
(Zeman, 2016e). Zeman thought that the sanctions against Russia, and the Russian
counter-sanctions, are not functional, and they are damaging Czech industry, and
agriculture. He praised that the President of the Senate Milan Štěch had similar opinion.
Zeman wanted the Czech Republic having normal trade relationship with important
states (Zeman, 2016f). Zeman declared that problems of the Russian economy were not
caused by the sanctions, but by low prices of oil. He marked persons which thought that
the damage was caused by the sanctions like naive (Zeman, 2016g). In the Speech on
the Žofín Forum Zeman repeated his opinion that the Russian economy is damaged by
low prices of oil, and not by the sanctions, and he claimed that thanks to the Russian
counter-sanctions (more specifically by the ban on importing pork from the EU) prices of
pork on the Czech marked decreased under production costs. He stated, that
nevertheless, that Czech producers were not exporting pork to Russia, the excess of it
on the European market caused the fall of prices (Zeman, 2016h). Generally, Zeman
called a sanction mechanism like a lost-lost strategy (Zeman, 2016i). In already
mentioned interview with TASS Zeman answered a question about threat following from
the dependence of the EU on the Russian gas. He disagreed with this threat construct.
Zeman did not understand how Russian gas could threaten someone, and he argued
that if there were no concerns about gas from Norway, there should not be concerns
about gas from Russia. According to him, only threat which could emerge, was increase
of prices, and this he marked like an economical threat (Zeman, 2016a).

Journalist from Rossiyskaya Gazeta asked Zeman if Moscow had been using its
intelligence services to manipulate with Czech politicians. Zeman answered that he
could speak only for himself, and that he had not been manipulated by anybody, nor
Moscow, nor Washington (Zeman, 2016i).
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Miloš Zeman like the President of the Czech Republic has his Office, and members
of this Office have been often also presenting statements. A question is if these
statements differentiates from Zeman's. Hynek Kmoníček is the director of the foreign
department of the Office of the President of the Czech Republic. In the interview made
in November 2016 he expressed statements on the relation between the Czech
Republic, and the Russian Federation. Kmoníček said that as long as the Czech Republic
is under security shield of NATO, and economical shield of the EU there should not be
any fear of the danger from the East. He stated that this danger is possible, but very
hypothetical. Altought, Kmoníček said that the Czech Republic should not underestimate
this threat, and that is the reason why it is in such organizations. He marked like
important to be part of one of the centers of new multipolar world, and this centre
should be Western Europe. According to Kmoníček it is very dangerous to be the buffer
zone between Russia, and Western Europe. Kmoníček said that the Czech Republic is
NATO, and the EU, and that they (the President, and his Office) did not want to change
this. Kmoníček declared that he did not see increasing of the Russian influence in the
Czech Republic, he illustrated it with comparison of Czech-Russian, and Dutch-Russian
trade exchange - Dutch was bigger. He followed with a statement that in the Czech
Republic we are too much oversensitive about this topic. He ended with claiming that it
is necessary to not underestimate Russia, and to strictly protect Czech national interest
(Bartoníček, 2016). The sanctions against the Russian Federation Kmoníček commented
with a statement that they worked only on the Czech cheese, and that Miloš Zeman like
an economist believed that sanctions had never worked before (Nováček and Rozsypal,
2016). Nevertheless, Kmoníček stated that the Russian Federation had violated
Budapest Memorandum, and its security guarantees by occupation of Crimea. Kmoníček
said that no one had want to fight, thus sanctions had been imposed, but they had not
been working. He stated that some effect had been caused by Saudi Arabia, which
lowered price of oil (Interview ČT24, 2016).

Miloš Zeman does not perceive the Russian Federation like a threat. He repeatedly
expressed opinion that real threat is Islamic terrorism, and that NATO, and Russia
should cooperate on fighting it. The role of NATO Zeman sees especially in fighting with
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Islamic terrorism. Current disputes between the West, and Russia Zeman sees more like
a natural result of competitive international system, and he refuses any thought about
possible Russian attack on NATO. He marks it like a political, and military suicide. He
stated that the conflict in Ukraine is a civil war between local groups. Zeman disagrees
with the sanctions which are imposed on the Russian Federation, he marks a sanction
mechanism like not functional in general. In many interviews Zeman repeated this
opinion, and he also many times illustrated it with the Cuban example. Zeman's
trivializes importance of threat caused by dependence on the Russian gas, he does not
sees it threatening. In interviews Zeman also often trivializes the question of present
Russian informational activities. Hynek Kmoníček expressed very similar opinions, and
he also often used trivialization like an instrument to diminish the Russian threat
concept. Nevertheless, both Zeman, and Kmoníček recognize importance of Czech
membership in Western organizations, and both express disapproval of the sanctions
against Russia.

2.2 The Government of the Czech Republic
The current Government of the Czech Republic was established on 18th February
2014, and it was based on results of 2013 elections to the Chamber of Deputies of the
Parliament of the Czech Republic. The government is composed by two political parties
(KDU-ČSL, and ČSSD), and one movement (ANO 2011). The Prime Minister of the Czech
Republic is Bohuslav Sobotka from ČSSD (Czech Television, 2014b).

2.2.1 The Prime Minister of the Czech Republic
In 2014 interview Prime Minister Bohuslav Sobotka (ČSSD) expressed opinion that
the Ukrainian crisis did not have military solution, but it must be solved diplomatically.
He stated that there were no signals that the Russian Federation wanted to attack any
NATO, or EU member. He believed that the dispute was geopolitical, and economic.
According to Sobotka, Ukraine should have right to decide about its future freely, but if
that meant getting closer with the West it could clash with Russian ideas. Sobotka said
that the Czech Republic did not perceived necessity to call for Western military presence
on its territory, but he understood that some countries like Poland, or Baltic states
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perceived concerns, and were calling for such presence. Sobotka marked occupation of
Crimea like unacceptable, but he saw that the Russian Federation was distant neighbor
of the Czech Republic, and also it was still its trade partner (Klímová and Kundra, 2014).

In 2015 article Sobotka declared that it is necessary to be cautious about policy of
the Russian government, but it is important to distinguish between Russia, and policy of
contemporary Russian government. He said that Russia was historically, culturally, and
geographically part of Europe, and that it was an attractive market for many European
companies. Thus it was an important partner for the European Union, and the Czech
Republic. Nevertheless, Sobotka perceived that Russian annexation of Crimea, and
direct Russian support of separatists in Ukraine were damaging contemporary security
architecture in Europe. He stated that principles of inviolability of borders, territorial
integrity of states, and respect towards the international law were shaken. Sobotka
thought that it was important to refuse Russian disruption of security environment. He
also said that for the Czech Republic it was important that the EU, and NATO would stay
united. He stated that the Czech Republic based its security on these two organizations.
According to Sobotka, the eyes should not be closed towards the Russian actions, but
also there should not be any panic. Sobotka wanted pragmatic relations with Russia,
including economical, and trade relations. He refused that the West wanted to humiliate
Russia, he said that, on the contrary, Europe needed stable, prosperous, and predictable
Russia. Nonetheless, Sobotka saw that the Russian Federation should act in this matter,
he requested respecting of the international law; independence, territorial integrity, and
sovereignty of its neighbors, and also of Minsk agreements. Sobotka concluded with
statement, that it was important to refuse, together with the EU, and NATO, all Russian
aggressive demonstrations (Sobotka, 2015a). Towards the Russian propaganda Sobotka
stated that there was an informational war, and Russia was very active in it. He said that
these activities were perceived also in the EU. Sobotka marked like important to
guarantee access to balanced news for Czech citizens. This should be reached through
media of public service which should not be influenced by finance groups, or even
foreign finance groups (Denková, 201 ).
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During 2015 debate in the Chamber of Deputies Sobotka said that the sanction
were not economically neutral, or positive mechanism, but it were economically
negative for the Czech Republic. He stated that in the previous year export into Russia,
and mutual trade had decreased. Sobotka expressed opinion that if sanctions would be
hardened it would have bigger impact on Czech companies which were oriented on
eastern markets. According to Sobotka, the Czech Republic would not suggest hardening
of the sanctions, he stated that then sanctions were sufficient. Nevertheless, like
decisive for the shape of the sanction mechanism Sobotka marked fulfillment of Minsk
agreements (Sobotka, 2015b). In 2016 Sobotka stated that the sanctions should not be
terminated, and that Ukraine should not be thrown overboard. Sobotka said that if the
sanctions would be terminated it must be collective decision, and he repeated that it
should be after fulfillment of Minsk agreements. Sobotka also said that the Czech
decision about imposing of the sanctions had not been easy, because of concerns of its
impact on the Czech economy, and because of possible counter-sanctions (Kopecký,
2016).

Sobotka's relations with the NATO, and the EU could be described by his statements
made in 2016. Sobotka met with U.S. soldiers passing through the Czech Republic.
During this occasion Sobotka stated that in today dangerous world the importance of
membership in the NATO was increasing. He said that a medium European state with
limited resources like the Czech Republic can only assure its security by being a member
of such reliable alliance (Parlamentní listy, 2016a). In August 2016 Sobotka expressed his
opinion that for future European security would be necessary to create common
European army. He also stated that there is no positive alternative to the EU
membership, and that was crucial to be anchored in the EU, and NATO (Eurozpravy.cz,
2016).

Prime Minister Bohuslav Sobotka has quite careful rhetoric. He does not perceive
the Russian Federation like an immediate threat, but he acknowledge its behavior, and
he is supporting balanced reaction. For example he thinks that the sanctions are strictly
bond with fulfillment of Minsk agreements, and this statement he repeats often.
Sobotka sees Russian informational activities like present, and he suggests to counter
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them with balanced information produced by media of public service. He also supports
Czech membership in Western institutions, and marks them like crucial for the Czech
security.
2.2.2 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic
2.2.2.1 Security Strategy of the Czech Republic - 2015
The Security Strategy does not contain any direct references that the Russian
Federation pose security threat for the Czech Republic, nevertheless, it is possible to
find passages which are suggesting that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and thus the
Czech Republic works with perception of Russian threat. In the Strategy is described
"Weakening of the cooperative security mechanism and of political and international
legal commitments in the area of security. Some states seek to achieve a revision of the
existing international order and are ready to pursue their power-seeking goals through
hybrid warfare methods combining conventional and non-conventional military means
with non-military tools (propaganda using traditional and new media, disinformation
intelligence operations, cyber attacks, political and economic pressures, and
deployment of unmarked military personnel). These countries build up their military
potential and seek to carve out for themselves exclusive spheres of influence by means
of destabilizing the neighbouring countries and taking advantage of local conflicts and
disputes." (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2015, p. 13). The Ministry
of Foreign Affairs states that "The probability of massive military attack directly
threatening the territory of the Czech Republic is low. However, given the overall
decline of security and stability in Europe’s flank regions and immediate neighbourhood,
it is impossible to entirely rule out a direct threat to the territories of some NATO and
EU member states. Threats to the security of allies may be of the classical military
nature or they may take the vague form of hybrid warfare. The basic tool to eliminate
these risks is the Czech Republic’s membership of NATO and the EU and its good
relations with neighbouring countries. The main sources of threat include hard-line
attitudes set against the fundamental values of our society, threatening the concept of
the democratic rule of law and denying the fundamental human rights and freedoms.
The carriers of these attitudes are states as well as non-¬state actors, various groups
and their sympathisers. Another source of threat are the power-seeking aspirations of
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some states that increasingly refuse to respect the international order and basic
principles of international law." (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2015,
p. 10). These citations suggest that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs perceive the Russian
Federation like a possible threat. The author of this diploma thesis thinks that in the
document is precisely described recent Russian behavior, also usage of terms like
"hybrid warfare" supports this opinion. This term is often connected with the Russian
Federation, and its behavior.

In the document is thoroughly worked with Czech membership in the EU, and
NATO. There is expressed that "The core elements of action to safeguard the defence
and security of the Czech Republic are active involvement in the NATO collective
defence system based on a strong transatlantic link, the development of EU crisis
management capabilities, and cooperation with partner countries. Membership of
NATO and the EU brings the benefits of a collective approach to each member’s defence
and security, as well as the obligation to contribute to this collective defence and
security. Accordingly, the Security Strategy of the Czech Republic takes into account the
fundamental strategy documents of these organisations. Membership of international
organisations does not relieve the Czech Republic of its primary responsibility for its
own defence." (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2015, p. 7). The
ministry perceives "Active involvement in the NATO collective defence system based on
a strong transatlantic link is vital to the Czech Republic’s defence. The Czech Republic
supports measures designed to strengthen Article 5 of the Washington Treaty and
contributes to the development of NATO capabilities and assets and to NATO’s
adaptation to the new security environment." (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech
Republic, 2015, p. 15). It also says that "Where prevention and efforts to peacefully
settle crisis situations fail, the Czech Republic joins in coercive measures in line with its
NATO and EU commitments and with the principles of the UN Charter." (Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2015, p. 16) and that "The Czech Republic
supports the NATO’s deterrence policy based on a balanced combination of nuclear and
conventional capabilities. It participates in the shaping of NATO’s nuclear policy in line
with the principles of nuclear consultations and nuclear planning." (Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2015, p. 18). These statements shows that the Ministry of
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Foreign Affairs considers NATO like crucial pillar of the Czech security, and that it
supports NATO's ways how to operate, and solve problems.
2.2.2.2 Official statements of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and its
representatives
In March 2014 Minister of Foreign Affairs Lubomír Zaorálek (ČSSD) stated that to
him Russian behavior towards Ukraine seemed like the occupation of Czechoslovakia in
1968. He said that he refused, and condemned such behavior. According to Zaorálek,
disagreements in Europe could not be solved by force, and that all, including Russia,
must respect international law. Zaorálek pointed out that Russia had signed Budapest
Memorandum in 1994 where had promised respecting of Ukrainian territorial integrity,
and that even had promised to guarantee it. Zaorálek thought that it was unacceptable
for the Russian Federation to dishonor its words, and its commitments. He stated that
such behavior would not be kept without a response (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Czech Republic, 2014a). The Crimean referendum the Ministry of Foreign Affairs marked
like efforts to question regional security environment which had originated after
dissolution of the USSR. The Czech Republic did not accept the result of the referendum,
because it was in contradiction with the Ukrainian constitution, and it was held in
irregular conditions. The ministry said that the Russian steps were increasing tension in
Crimea, and in whole Ukraine. It also stated that it considered Crimea still like a part of
Ukraine (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2014b). After the referendum
the ministry proclaimed that that it did not agree with connection of Crimea, and
Sevastopol with the Russian Federation. It also stated that the Czech Republic was,
thanks to its historical experiences, sensitive to such behavior (Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2014c). The ministry condemned kidnapping of a member
the Estonian security forces by Russian security forces. The member was dragged on the
Russian territory and the Czech ministry stated that it was deeply disconcerted (Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2014d). Zaorálek declared that the goal of the
sanctions against the Russian Federation is to change Russian approach towards
Ukraine. He claimed that fulfillment of agreements is crucial for European stance
towards the Russian Federation (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic,
2014e). Towards the Crimean parliamentary elections the ministry stated that it did not
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accept them, because there were illegal - The Czech Republic, and the EU did not
recognize connection of Crimea, and Sevastopol with the Russian Federation. The
ministry declared that members of Russian Duma which were "elected" on Crimea
would not be considered by the Czech Republic like members of the Russian parliament
(Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2016).

In 2014 article Lubomír Zaorálek described his thoughts on the problematic of the
Russian behavior. He praised the Chamber of Deputy of the Parliament of the Czech
Republic for its condemnation of annexation of Crimea. Zaorálek thought that the rule
of territorial integrity from the UN Charter must be abided by. He stated that even if the
Russian Federation had feeling that the West had not been fair to it, and that Ukraine
had been in the Russian sphere of influence, it did not meant that Russia had right to
military intervene, and occupy foreign soil. According to Zaorálek, the referendum had
been ridiculous, because it was held under control of armed men. He also marked like
dangerous Russian efforts to justify its actions by explanation that it had been
protecting ethnic minority. Zaorálek thought that this had not been that case (Zaorálek,
2014).

Czech ambassador at NATO Jiří Šedivý said that relation between the Russian
Federation, and NATO were the worst after the end of the Cold War. He refused opinion
spread by Russian propaganda that the West is the one who was escalating the crisis.
Šedivý added that NATO was reacting moderately on the Russian actions such as
propaganda, and military exercises. He concluded with a statement that the Russian
Federation had violated practically all security agreements, norms, and conventions in
Europe (Rozsypal, 2016).

From many statements of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is obvious condemnation
of the Russian acts towards Ukraine, and other actors in the international system. There
are especially concerns about violations of international law, and there are efforts to
force Russia to abide the law. Like the key mechanism was selected sanctions, the
ministry supports this mechanism. There is not any perception that NATO is escalating
the crisis.
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2.2.3 Ministry of the Defence and Armed Forces of the Czech Republic
The Ministry of Defence refers in the similar way like the Ministry of Foregin Affairs
about the potential Russian threats in its documents. There are no any explicit
formulations that the Russian Federation pose the threat, but it is possible to find
passages which suggest caution towards Russia. Also many documents originated before
the tensions between Russian, and the West. In a document which is dealing with longterm perspectives (2030) is written that military expenditures will rise in non-European
states, and in Russia. This is connected with expectation of more aggressive behavior of
rising powers, and intensive usage of modern military technologies. It is also stated that
besides of using of

conventional methods it will be rising enforcing of goals by

combination of military, and non-military methods, including usage of non-state actors
(hybrid warfare). Like a trend is marked using of unmarked military forces, and
paramilitary forces (Ministry of the Defence and Armed Forces of the Czech Republic,
2015a, p. 6). In the conception of development of Czech Armed Forces is said that
revisionist powers are threatening international security order, and that they are stirring
up conflicts in neighboring states (Ministry of the Defence and Armed Forces of the
Czech Republic, 2015b, p. 6). According to the author, these statements could be
connected with Russia, and its behavior.

Minister of Defence Martin Stropnický (ANO) stated on the GLOBSEC conference
that Russia saw NATO, and its expansion like a security threat. According to Stropnický,
it was noticeable higher pressure of Russia on the Baltic states, and Poland, but also on
Sweden, and Finland. Stropnický marked Russia like a threat, because of its military, and
non-military capacities, and political will (Army.cz, 2016b). In an interview for DVTV
Stropnický defended new bill bringing new capabilities in cyber defence for the Czech
Armed Forces. He said that there were many cyber attacks in the Baltic states, and
maybe also on Google in the Czech Republic, and that he could not prove it, but he
thought that everybody knew which state had interests in this area. Stropnický also
expressed confidence that Russian propaganda was present in the Czech Republic, and
he made examples like questioning of EU capabilities, marking the USA like an
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aggressor, and reinterpretation of the Soviet invasion to Czechoslovakia in 1968.
Stropnický thought that this propaganda is causing confusing of Czech citizens, and that
it should be countered (DVTV, 2016a). In 2015 Stropnický said that Russia was trying to
break Western unity using all means possible. He stated, that if there would be some
escalation, the sanctions should be strengthened, and he expressed opinion that costs
would be lower than in the case of hiding head in the sand (Perknerová, 2015). Martin
Stropnický reacted on Vojtěch Filip's suggestion that European security order should be
guaranteed, instead of NATO, by an agreement amongst the Russian Federation, the
United States, and China, with a statement that a regime, where had been disappearing,
and killing journalists, could not provide such guarantees (Otázky Václava Moravce,
2016).

Under-secretary Jakub Landovský said that the reason why Russia was using strong
rhetoric could be internal. He suggested that Putin needed to send strong signal to
Russia itself. Landovský stated that in the Russian bipolar view on the world had long
tradition, and that Russia had been perceiving the West like its natural opposition. He
marked this feeling like deeply rooted, and said that any Western helpfulness, and
transparency could not change this feeling. Landovský described deployment of NATO
forces to border states with Russia like a signal which should send the message that
NATO is ready, and solidary, and he stated that it is in order with all agreements, and
with the international law, and that there could not be any reproofs. Landovský
perceived this also like a strengthening of NATO negotiating positions, because he saw
that it proofed readiness, and keeping of commitments (Události, komentáře, 2016a).

Czech General Petr Pavel, the current Chairman of the NATO Military Committee,
said that Russian had been using propaganda against NATO member states, and that
Russia had analyzed target audience in individual states to shape its propaganda to
make the best effect possible. Nevertheless, Pavel stated that the Russian Federation
did not want to wage war with the West, because it knew that its military forces were
not capable to match Western forces. That was why Russia had often used threat of
nuclear weapons. Pavel claimed that the idea of external enemy was helping with
survival of Russian regime. He marked survival of current regime like Russian main goal
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(Czech Television, 2016). Pavel stated that official cooperation between NATO and
Russia had been stopped after annexation of Crimea in 2014, but there were efforts to
communicate. Communication occurred on political level, but not on military level.
Pavel hoped that communication would be improved. Pavel marked Russia like a
potential threat, but not like an enemy, and said that Russia also saw NATO like a
potential threat. He said that Russia would be an enemy in the case that would attack
any NATO member state. Pavel based his threat assessment on the intersection of
capabilities, and intention. He perceived that the Russian Federation had full spectral
capabilities (conventional, and unconventional), and that Russia proved its will to use
military forces in another states. That was why NATO should be cautious (DVTV, 2016b).
Army officer Otakar Foltýn said that the Russian Federation is a threat for NATO,
and it was because Russia wanted to be a threat. He marked two reasons for that. Firstly
it could be because of internal affairs, and secondly because of permanent Russian idea
that someone wanted to harm it. Like another possible source Foltýn marked Russian
geopolitics. Foltýn claimed that Russian military was much weaker than NATO, and that
Russian knew it, that was the reason why Russian had employed hybrid warfare. Foltýn
described Russian military strengthening in Kaliningrad like a message to the West, he
stated that Russia knew that NATO would never attack Kaliningrad, but forces located
there sending threatening message to the West. Foltýn saw deployment of NATO forces
in this region like a step which should show solidarity to allies, and also like political
message that states which would deploy these forces would be direct participants of
any future development. Fotlýn saw strong usage of propaganda by the Russian
Federation (Události, komentáře, 2016b).

Representatives of the Ministry of the Defence and Armed Forces of the Czech
Republic agree that the Russian Federation should be considered like a security threat
for NATO, and for the Czech republic. They see that Russia employs methods of hybrid
warfare against the West, especially they perceive employment of propaganda. These
representatives do not think that Russia will directly attack the West, but they are
recommending caution. According to them, activities of NATO are not threatening the
Russian Federation, they marked them like showing of solidarity with allies, and
readiness.
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2.2.4 Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic
2.2.4.1 National Security Audit
Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic, led by Milan Chovanec (ČSSD),
published the National Security Audit where describes possible threats for the Czech
Republic. According to the ministry, there are new threats like informational and cyber
warfare. The ministry perceives that thanks to the globalized world, the local problems
from the other side of the world could influence the Czech security (Ministry of the
Interior of the Czech Republic, 2016, p. 2). The Audit contains four chapters which could
be considered like relevant for perception of the Russian threat. They are: Activity of
foreign power; Cyberspace threats; Energy, material, and industrial threats; and Hybrid
threats, and their influence on citizens of the Czech Republic (Ministry of the Interior of
the Czech Republic, 2016, pp. 6 7). Most of the chapters are not, in the text, directly
connected with the Russian Federation, nonetheless, for example in the chapter
Cyberspace threats is passage which describes connection with other listed chapters
(Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic, 2016, p. 96).

According to the document, activity of foreign power is not unknown for any
sovereign state. Reasons are usually economical, sometimes they are based on the
power distribution in the international system, or they are results of historical spheres
of influence. The document mentions activities of the Russian Federation, and People's
Republic of China like potentially threatening. The ministry also includes non-state
actors, like so called Islamic State, into this group of threatening actors. In the chapter
follows general description of used methods, and threats. Amongst traditional examples
of threatening activities the document counts efforts in economical sector (gaining
information, influencing state's strategic decisions), and espionage without economical
goals. The results could be disadvantageous economical decisions, excessive
dependence on one external actor, or disruption of material independence (oil, gas,
etc). Like another methods are mentioned propaganda, and disinformation campaigns.
These methods are used to test resistance of the society on influence, or even to
influence concrete decision makers on all levels. The document marks, like one of the
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goals, undermining of trust in the lawful order. For this purposes are used foreign
communities located in the Czech Republic, ownership of media, and existence of many
medial, and quasi-medial projects in Czech, and Slovak language. In the document is
perceived relevance of almost all named threats like high (Ministry of the Interior of the
Czech Republic, 2016, pp. 0 53).

In the document is said that no state is fully protected against cyberspace threats
today, and that it is possible to observe increasing efforts of state, and non-state actors
to build, and use, offensive cyber methods, which are aimed on the critical
infrastructure, and especially on the critical informational infrastructure. The ministry
defines five specific cyber threats: Cyber espionage; Disruption, or reduction of
resistance of IT infrastructure; Hostile campaigns; Disruption, or reduction of
eGovernment; and Cyber terrorism. Often is mentioned support of states to
perpetrators of cyber crimes, and attacks, or it is even said that states are directly
responsible (Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic, 2016, pp. 96 103). In this
chapter is not specifically mentioned the Russian Federation, but the chapter is
connected with a the chapter Activity of foreign power, where the Russian Federation is
named like a state which could pose a security threat.

In the chapter Energy, material, and industrial threats is described that supplies of
gas could by disrupted also by political intervention, thus it is important to diversify its
sources. Like an example is presented non-fulfillment of agreements with Gazprom
during Russo-Ukraine crisis in 2006, and 2009 (Ministry of the Interior of the Czech
Republic, 2016, pp. 114 115). The document describes similar situation in oil supplies.
Especially supplies of so called intermediate oil are mainly imported from Russia
(Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic, 2016, pp. 116 117).

According to the ministry, the 21st century is showing scale how hybrid threats are
widely applied, specifically DIMEFIL (Diplomatic/Political, Information, Military,
Economic, Financial, Intelligence, Legal) instruments. The hybrid warfare is marked like a
complex method combining conventional, and unconventional approaches, which are
used, covertly, or openly, by military, paramilitary, and civilian actors. The goals is to
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use enemy's weaknesses, cover the usage by legitimate purposes, and make impossible
to discover real purpose. Shortly, it is described like usage of "plausible deniability". The
ministry says that individual elements of hybrid warfare might not be illegal, or
threatening, the threat is in their sophisticated combination. Like advanced model of
hybrid campaign the document marks Russian activity in the Ukrainian conflict,
especially the annexation of Crimea, and efforts to froze conflict in eastern Ukraine
(Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic, 2016, pp. 127 128).

In the Audit of the National Security are thoroughly described threats to the Czech
Republic. The document is reflecting the Russian threats. Mostly Russia is not directly
mentioned, but it is possible to trace references throughout the text, which are
supporting this claim. In the chapter dealing with activities of foreign powers is written
that activities of the Russian Federation are potentially threatening. It is supported by
referring to intelligence services, and other sources (Ministry of the Interior of the
Czech Republic, 2016, p. 50). This suggests that the Ministry of the Interior of the Czech
Republic perceives Russian threat, and that the ministry is bringing attention to it.

2.2.4.2 Centre Against Terrorism and Hybrid Threats
Like a reaction on the National Security Audit, the Ministry of the Interior of the
Czech Republic established Centre Against Terrorism and Hybrid Threats. It started
operating on 1st January 2017. It is not completely new unit, but it is transformed from
already existing departments (MVCR.cz, 2016). The centre itself describes its future
activity as following " It will essentially be a specialised analytical and communications
unit. Given the competencies of the Ministry of the Interior, the Centre will monitor
threats directly related to internal security, which implies a broad array of threats and
potential incidents relative to terrorism, soft target attacks, security aspects of
migration, extremism, public gatherings, violation of public order and different crimes,
but also disinformation campaigns related to internal security. Based on its monitoring
work, the Centre will evaluate detected challenges and come up with proposals for
substantive and legislative solutions that it will also implement where possible. It will
also disseminate information and spread awareness about the given issues among the
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general and professional public." (MVCR.cz, 2016). It also describes what will not be
doing "The Centre will not be a new law enforcement agency, nor an intelligence
service. The Centre will not have a button for “switching off the internet”. The Centre
will not force the “truth” on anyone, or censor media content. It will not remove
content from the internet or other (printed) media. It will work primarily with open
sources available to all and will openly communicate with civil society, the media, and
other subjects. The Centre will not lock anyone up, interrogate anyone, or lead any
proceedings with anyone. The Centre will not spread any kind of propaganda, but only
expertise relating to the field of internal security, and is modelled on similar strategic
communications teams that already exist in the Baltic states or in the United Kingdom.
The Centre will also inform about serious cases of disinformation and will provide expert
opinions for the public and for government institutions. These opinions, as those of a
government institution, will be based on the constitutional order of the Czech Republic."
(MVCR.cz, 2016).

Aktualne.cz published interview with Eva Romancovová. She is assembling Centre
Against Terrorism and Hybrid Threats. She said that Russian informational activities are
aimed to disrupt European cohesiveness, and to promote authoritative model of rule.
According to Romancovová, this was caused by Russian internal problems, which are
domestically solved by propaganda, and on the external level the Russian Federation
wants to broke the Western model by disinformation campaigns. Concretely, she said
that Russian rule model is not attractive in the West, thus the Russian Federation is
trying to persuade Western citizens, that their governmental models are not capable to
solve current issues, and that the Russian model is. Russia also tries to camouflage its
economical unsuccessfulness. Romancovová claimed that Russia had created
psychological profiles (including influential topics) of countries, and now it is applying
them (Prchal and Skoupá, 2016). The existence of Centre Against Terrorism and Hybrid
Threats, and claims of Eva Romancovová prove that the Ministry of the Interior of the
Czech Republic perceives Russian threat like present, and that it is trying to deal with the
Russian propaganda, and disinformation campaigns. Nevertheless, it is important to
stress that the centre is not aimed only on Russian activities.
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2.2.5 Ministry of Industry and Trade
In the export strategy of the Czech Republic for years 2012-2020 the Ministry of
Industry and Trade included the Russian Federation amongst twelve most important
trading partners (Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2012a, p. 17). In another 2012
document which was aimed on material security is written that there were states whose
international self-confidence increased, and this was obvious also in the raw material
trade. Like an example was stated the Russian Federation (Ministry of Industry and
Trade, 2012b, p. 45). In the same document is stated that it is important to diversify
suppliers of crucial raw materials like oil, gas, and nuclear fuel. In all this sectors played
Russian suppliers important role (Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2012b, p. 42).
However, this was before the major change of relations with the Russian Federation,
nevertheless, the change is not much visible in the ministry's discourse. The state
energetic conception from 2014 worked with the Russian Federation like with
important, and dominant supplier, but there were not highlighted any new risks
emerging from the change in international system (Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2014,
passim). In 2015 action plan concerning nuclear development in the Czech Republic is
written that then stockpiles of nuclear fuel were not sufficient, also because of the
reliance on the Russian suppliers, and the geopolitical situation. Because of that it was
recommended to increase these stockpiles (Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic
and Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2015, p. 92). These are the only mentions about
some changes in the perception of the Russian Federation on the Ministry of Industry
and Trade. The ministry in its documents has not been perceiving the Russian
Federation like too important threat, and there is no major change after the outbreak of
the Ukrainian crisis.

In the 2014 debate about the sanctions against the Russian Federation, in the
Chamber of Deputies, Minister of Industry and Trade Jan Mládek (ČSSD) firstly
expressed that the annexation of Crimea was unacceptable. In the following speech he
did not comment the sanctions itself, but he described the situation in energetic, and
the economical situation of Ukraine regarding the Czech Republic. He stated that oil
could be delivered through the western pipeline, and thus to completely substitute
supplies from the eastern pipeline (leading through Ukraine). Mládek said that similar
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situation is also in gas supplies. Mládek also stated that it would be possible to
completely substitute Russian deliveries by delivering from another territories, but he
mentioned that Russian import was economically the most advantageous (Mládek,
2014a). According to Mládek, the Czech Republic could solve these issues relatively
successfully, but he saw that the situation in the region was not too optimistic. He made
examples of eastern states like Hungary, or Bulgaria which were completely dependent
on deliveries through Ukraine. Mládek said that he had mentioned it, because he had
wanted to mark that, although, that the Czech Republic could solve this issues, there
had been other actors whose situation could indirectly, and quickly influence the Czech
Republic. Mládek suggested necessity of not only military, political, and geopolitical
agreement, but also agreement about other issues, and ideally on the basis of
agreement amongst Ukraine, the Russian Federation. the EU, and the USA. Like an
another problem Mládek marked the situation of Ukrainian companies which had
exported to Russia. Mládek asked if Europe was ready to accept their goods, and if it
was even possible (Mládek, 2014b).

Mládek stated that he was consulting his steps with the Minister of Foreign Affairs,
but he thought that the Czech Republic should not try to be saint. He said that he had
not been meeting with the Russian representatives of the Russian central government,
and that this had not been taken for granted in the whole EU (Housková and Trejbal,
2015), In the interview in April 2016 Mládek said that many Czech companies had
declared intention to stay on the Russian market, and that the Ministry of Industry and
Trade had been trying to reduce effects of the sanctions. For example the ministry had
been organizing seminars, and conferences to inform companies about the situation, it
also had been organizing business missions to solvent Russian regions, and it had been
supporting financing, and insurance for projects in the Russian Federation (Moravské
hospodářství, 2016).

Jan Mládek had been protesting against misinterpretation of his answers for TASS.
According to TASS he had supposedly said that he wanted the sanctions to be
terminated as soon as possible, but that the Czech Republic, like a member of the EU,
must respect EU's decisions. Mládek published his answers on the websites of the
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Ministry of Industry and Trade. He stated that he, and Prime Minister Sobotka had not
considered the sanctions like an optimal, and reasonable solution. According to Mládek,
they believed in its gradual termination. However, he expressed opinion that the
sanctions were not the only reason why mutual exchange decreased. Nevertheless,
Mládek believed in preservation, and even expansion of economic relations with Russia
which should be based on dialogue, mutual trust, and regional cooperation (Ministry of
Industry and Trade, 2016a).

The Ministry of Industry and Trade does not perceive the Russian threat too
seriously, it is rather trying to counterbalance effects of the sanctions. In its documents
is not obvious any dramatic change after worsening of relations with the Russian
Federation. Minister Jan Mládek perceives whole problematic pragmatically. On the
author's effort to obtain answers on his questions the Ministry of Industry and Trade
answered that foreign policy is created by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech
Republic, and by the Government of the Czech Republic, and that the Ministry of
Industry and Trade fully respects theirs conclusions (Ministry of Industry and Trade,
2016b).

2.3 Political parties and movements
2.3.1 ANO 2011
ANO 2011 firstly originated like an initiative in 2011. ANO 2011 itself marked its
origin like a result of Andrej Babiš's addressing of systematical corruption connected
with the state administrative. In 2012 it was registered like a political movement (ANO,
2016a). The leader of the movement is entrepreneur, and the current Minister of
Finance, Andrej Babiš. ANO 2011 claims that it agrees with European civilization values,
and that it wants to be predictable partner in the foreign policy, and towards the
European Union. Like key values ANO 2011 marks freedom; solidarity, and respect
towards fellow citizens; common sense, and effort to find solution; and family, and
harmony amongst generations (ANO, 2016b). In 2013 election into the Chamber of
Deputies ANO 2011 gained 18,65% of votes (Volby.cz, 2013). ANO 2011 is the second
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largest subject in the government, and it has 47 of 200 deputies in the Chamber of
Deputies (The Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, 2016).

Andrej Babiš saw NATO marking the Russian Federation like an enemy, and he
stated that Russia behaved aggressively when occupied Crimea. Babiš wondered why
Germany had been closing its nuclear, and coal power plants, and thus increasing its
dependency on the Russian gas, while there was Russia marked like an enemy. Babiš
said that in his opinion NATO is defensive pact, and it should change to offensive. It
should fight with Islamic terrorism (Adamičková and Königová, 2016). Anne Applebaum
described Andrej Babiš like a friend of Russia in her article in the Washington Post. She
wrote that Babiš's business interests were closely tied with the Russian gas. Andrej Babiš
reacted with a letter which was published on the Washington Posts's websites. Babiš
opposed that he had been false portrayed. Babiš marked his expressed skepticism about
the sanctions against Russia like a part of the European dialogue. He wrote "My and my
party’s policy has been clearly pro-Western and pro-NATO. The Czech Republic has
benefited from European Union membership, and we want that to continue." and "I
would never advocate a pro-Russian course of action. The Czech Republic is and must
stay a pro-Western, transa tlantic-friendly, solidly European country." Babiš ended with
a statement "It is regrettable that Ms. Applebaum thinks I harbor some affinity for
Russia and, worse, that I would allow myself to do Mr. Putin’s bidding in Europe. That is
not the case" (Babiš, 201 ).

Deputy Martin Komárek proclaimed, during the debate about the sanctions against
Russia in the Chamber of Deputies in 2014, that it is totally clear that Russia was the
aggressor in Ukraine, and that the Russian Federation brutally stole part of the free state
Ukraine. He stated that no one could dispute that. In his opinion the referendum on
Crimea was a legitimization effort. Komárek compared it with the theft of Sudetenland,
and he suggested that if Hitler had made a referendum the result could be even better
(number of votes). Komárek marked the sanctions like necessary step in answering the
crisis, because according to him, NATO, and the EU did not have any other option how
to react, except of military attack, and he said that he did not want that, and that he
hoped that no one want that. Nonetheless, he admitted that he wanted the sanctions to
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have the smallest effect possible on the Czech Republic. But he stated that he wanted
the sanctions, and he wanted to stand up against the Russian aggression (Komárek,
2014). Another ANO deputy Igor Nykl referred in this debate to professor Milan Zelený,
which had claimed that sanctions have only effect on relatively powerless state, but Nykl
added that the Russian Federation is amongst ten strongest states in the world (Nykl,
2014). Deputy Ivan Pilný stated that it is important to be strong actor (the European
Union), because strong enemy needs strong adversary, and he marked Putin's Russia
like an enemy (Pilný, 2014).

Member of the European Parliament Pavel Telička which was elected for ANO 2011
said in 2015 that every objectively thinking person had to see that the imposed
sanctions were working. He thought that without them Russian forces would reach
further, and that they were warning, and slowing down Moscow. Telička expressed
opinion that the sanctions should not be terminated, because fights in Ukraine were
continuing, Moscow was still supporting separatists materially, and Minks agreements
were not fulfilled. He stated that if situation would escalated, or Moscow aggressive
behavior would continue, the sanctions should be tougher (Palata, 2015). In October in
2016 Telička was asked on his opinion on the Russian involvement in Syria, especially on
the Russian bombing of Aleppo, and thus if new sanctions should be imposed. He
answered that he had talked with politicians from the Russian opposition. They had saw
the sanctions like functional, and they had thought that terminating of the sanctions
would spurred Putin's war desires, however, Telička did not want to strengthen the
existing sanctions, or impose new. Nevertheless, he did not want to tolerate
international crime, he wanted to negotiate (Štěpán, 2016a).

Website Parlamentní listy made a survey amongst Czech politicians. Question was
what they think about deployment of NATO forces to border states with the Russian
Federation. Deputy Jiří Zlatuška answered that prevention is better than intervention
into running conflict. He saw imperial ambitions like more threatening than Islamic
terrorism. Like an example Zlatuška marked thousands casualties in the recent period in
Europe. Deputy Josef Hájek saw the Czech Republic like a strong part of NATO, he did
not saw possibility of deploying five thousands NATO soldier like threatening to the
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Russian Federation. He marked like a goal of this deployment to show Russia unity, and
readiness of NATO members states (Petřík, 2016a).

At first sight it looked like ANO has no clear vision of foreign policy, or idea how to
perceive the Russian threat. Nonetheless, ANO representatives clearly condemned
Russian activities in Ukraine, and they mostly supported the sanctions. Nevertheless,
often their rhetoric was pretty strong. Andrej Babiš, in his letter to the Washington Post,
declared that he saw the Czech Republic like a part of the West. For perceiving ANO's
position it is important to said that Minister of Defence Martin Stropnický is ANO
representative. His opinions are analyzed in the chapter dealing with Ministry of the
Defence and Armed Forces of the Czech Republic.

2.3.2 Civic Democratic Party (ODS)
Civic Democratic Party was established in 1991. It considers itself like a liberalconservative party, and it bases its identity on the European Christian tradition;
humanistic, and democratic heritage of the first Czechoslovak Republic; and experiences
of Western democracies. ODS claims that its greatest priorities are individual freedom,
rule of law, and free market. On the international dimension ODS stresses strong
emphasis on the transatlantic partnership, and it is careful with its relationship towards
the European Union (ODS, 2016a). The emphasis on the transatlantic relations suggests
that ODS will be cautious towards the Russian Federation, and its behavior, but there is
a question how statements of ODS representatives comply with this assumption. In
2013 election into the Chamber of Deputies ODS gained 7,72% of votes (Volby.cz, 2013).
ODS is in the opposition, and it has 16 of 200 deputies in the Chamber of Deputies (The
Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, 2016).

In the interview the ODS vice-chairman Martin Kupka marked the Russian policy like
aggressive. He said that Russia had been trying to destabilize NATO eastern border, and
that he saw NATO like a key actor for solution of contemporary situation. Nevertheless,
he thought that NATO-Russian dialogue is important, and he named two reason for this
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statement. Firstly Kupka did not want to worsen tension between NATO and Russia, and
secondly, he thought that cooperation is important for dealing with Islamic terrorism,
and so called Islamic State. Proposals for a referendum about leaving NATO Kupka
designated like a security threat for the Czech Republic. The interview Kupka ended with
a statement that the Czech Republic belongs to the West, and not to the East. It was an
answer to a question about the referendum about leaving NATO (Štěpán, 2016b). It is
clear from the interview that Kupka considers the Russian threat present, and he sees
that NATO plays important role in this topic. Kupka's answers seems to be more
pragmatic than ideological. Although, the last statement departs from the rest of the
interview. This statement was used like one of the slogans during campaign to Senate
elections in 2016. However, it looks like this slogan could be aimed on the Czech
affiliation with the West, thus against Russia, but on the official website of ODS it is
connected with solution of the migration crisis, and there is practically no expressed
connection about staying in Western structures (ODS, 2016b).

Petr Fiala, the chairman of ODS, presented very similar opinions. Fiala also
mentioned the statement/slogan that the Czech Republic belongs to the West, and not
to the East (in the same context like Martin Kupka), and he marked bonds with the
West, and NATO like crucial, and natural, although, he admitted that the West is in a
crisis. Especially he was critical towards the European Union, its power, and ability. Fiala
wanted strong West, which should be capable to assure security, freedom, and
democracy. He wanted the Czech Republic to be part of this area. He said that it is
important to not underestimate influence of the Russian propaganda. Fiala criticized the
sanctions against the Russian Federation, not for their existence, but for their
imperfection. He thought that sanction should be strong to have a real effect on Russia,
or they should not be triggered at all. He claimed that the sanctions only had damaged
relation with the Russian Federation, but results were not sufficient. He saw this
ambivalence like a result of the crisis of the West. He suggested that someday there
should be some agreement with Russia on how to define mutual relationship. (Dvořák
and Hanuš, 2016). Especially in the part, when Petr Fiala discussed the sanctions, his
pragmatic approach is obvious. Values are mentioned in the relation with "our" space,
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but during the interview there is no suggestion to spread them into other parts of the
world.

Although, the highest ODS representatives have apparent attitude on the Russian
threat, there is a question which opinions have regular members. In 2014 the member
of the Senate Tomáš Jirsa gave an interview to the server Parlamentilisty.cz, where he
expressed his opinion on the Russian threat. He stated that he is not convinced if the
sanctions were ideal solution, and that Russia is not an enemy. Nevertheless, Jirsa said
that he did not agree with Russian interference in Ukraine. He argues that in long-term
perspective the Russian Federation should be taken like a partner. This statement he
repeated many times throughout the interview. Jirsa claimed that real conflict were
with Islamic fundamentalism, not with Russia (Petřík, 2014). Opinions which Tomáš Jirsa
expressed in the interview could be on the first look perceived like more moderate, but
they are not different too much. Again, there was present pragmatism, which is present
in all statements of ODS representatives, and the question of future partnership with
Russia is also perceived similarly. Different opinion stated also in 2014 then candidate to
the European Parliament Jan Lupoměský. He said that the Russian Federation is not an
aggressor, and security threat for the Czech Republic. He expressed opinion that Russian
steps were reaction on the Western behavior, and that Russia was not the initiator of
the Ukraine events. The chairman of ODS Petr Fiala, and leader of the list of candidates
to the European Parliament Jan Zahradil disassociated from Lupoměský's statement.
Also the spokeswoman of ODS said that the party did not agree with his statement, and
that it was his personal opinion. Lupoměský stated that he respected ODS's stance, but
he did not agree with it (Kabátová, 2014).

ODS Deputy Miroslava Němcová interpellated the Prime Minister because of
websites which are suspected to spread Russian propaganda. During the interpellation
she used a term Russian propaganda, and she asked if the Prime Minister had noticed
propagandistic activities supported from Russia. She also asked how the Czech Republic
wanted to prevent to finance, from the state budget, media controlled from Kremlin.
Němcová referred to BIS reports, where are mentioned Russian intents to spread its
influence on Czech officials, and she said that by this BIS claimed that there are present
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risks (Němcová, 201 ). In her statement Němcová used quite expressive terms
propaganda, supported from Russia, and controlled from Kremlin. This usage suggests
that she considers Russian informational activities present. Referring BIS reports
supports claims that she perceive these activities like threatening for the Czech security.

In Parlamentní listy's survey amongst Czech politicians about deployment of NATO
forces to border states with the Russian Federation ODS deputy Martin Novotný
considered fact that borders had not been secured earlier like inexcusable, and he
agreed with this deployment, and with Czech participation. He did not connected it with
tension between NATO and Russia. Senator Jaroslav Zeman said, if NATO sends its forces
somewhere, the Czech Republic should participate. However, these statements looks
clear, senator Jiří Burian warned that this possible deployment would meant start of a
new Cold War, and he marked it like wrong (Petřík, 2016a).

The ODS rhetoric seems to be pragmatic. There are present concerns about Russian
behavior, but they are not exaggerated. The highest ODS representatives have huge
emphasis on the affiliation with the West, and Western values, they are perceiving
NATO like an important factor for the Czech security. Often is mentioned future need for
normalizing of relations with the Russian Federation, especially to cooperate with fight
against Islamic terrorism. The sanctions against Russia are not perceived like very
functional, but their original purpose is not mostly disputed. ODS representatives
acknowledge Russian informational activities on the Czech territory, they are even using
a term Russian propaganda.

2.3.3 Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia (KSČM)
KSČM is successor of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. It promotes socialism,
because it believes that opened, truly democratic society, which is based on prosperous
economic, and social justice, is giving freedom, and equality of opportunities. KSČM also
marks socialism like its long-term goal, and says that it is necessary to fight capitalistic
form of globalization (KSČM, 2016a). In 2013 elections into the Chamber of Deputies
KSČM gained 14,91% of votes (Volby.cz, 2013). KSČM is in the opposition, and it has 33
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of 200 deputies in the Chamber of Deputies (The Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament
of the Czech Republic, 2016).

In its election program for 2013 elections KSČM stated that United Nations Charter
should be strictly abided by, and that the international law should be respected, and
followed by all states. The party wants to prevent building any foreign military bases on
the Czech territory, and it does not want Czech armed forces to intervene on foreign soil
without a consent of the Security Council. KSČM wants strictly enforce policy of nonintervention into domestic issues of other states, and it declares that does not support
any form of terrorism (including state terrorism). The party requests employment of
principle of inviolability of borders, and it is refusing any separatist tendencies to change
political arrangement of Europe after the Second World War. As a long-term goal KSČM
requests to disband NATO, but it wants at least the Czech Republic to leave the
organization, and to revise NATO's preventive strike practice (KSČM, 2013).

Chairman of KSČM Vojtěch Filip said, during the debate about the sanctions against
Russia in the Chamber of Deputies in 2014, that it should be applied same approach
towards all. He asked why there had not been imposed sanctions against Israel, because
of Palestine, or why no one had been sanctioned in the case of Syria, and Lybia. Filip
also talked about effect of the change of the Ukrainian government on deliveries of oil,
and gas. He asked how the Czech government would solve their possible failure (Filip,
2014a). He also discussed effects of the sanctions on the global economy, and banking.
Filip introduced his vision of the future global development, particularly rise of new
powers like China, Brazil, and Arabic states. He said that Europe should decide if it wants
to be emancipated part of new multipolar world where the United States does not have
total control (Filip, 2014b). Vojtěch Filip said, in the interview, that Russia (and USSR)
had never produced a war in the modern history. He claimed that it had been rather
attacked (e.g. by Napoleon, or Hitler). Filip stated that the Russian Federation did not
started the conflict in Ukraine, and that he hoped that it would be proven in the future
by analyzing relevant documents. He also mentioned that military expenditures were
higher in other states, and that other states had also more military bases outside their
territory - especially the USA, and NATO. By these statements Filip questioned alleged
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Russian intent to attack the West. He said that he did not see any reason why the
Russian Federation could want to attack NATO. According to Vojtěch Filip, Vladimir
Putin had dedicated his life before 1990 to prevent the Third World War to break out.
Filip wanted Europe to stop following wishes of the United States, and to start acting on
its own. He also stated that the EU needs Russia for its natural resources, and Russia
needs the EU for helping out with technological advance (Petřík, 201 ). Filip suggested
that European security order should be guaranteed, instead of NATO, by an agreement
amongts the Russian Federation, the United States, and China. This agreement should
provide stable security environment for Europe. Filip compared it to the Helsinki Final
Act (Otázky Václava Moravce, 2016).

Vice-chairman Josef Skála claimed that no one had proved that Putin planned attack
on Baltic states, he referred to American professor Stephen Cohen, who saw, on the
contrary, that near Russia were accumulated weapons in the highest numbers since
Hitler. According to Skála, Russia suggested fair alliance against terrorism, and he
compared it with same offer of alliance against Hitler (Štěpán, 2016c). In Parlamentní
listy's survey amongst Czech politicians about deployment of NATO forces to border
states with the Russian Federation Josef Skála said that such deployment created threat
to the Czech security, because it could escalate situation. Skála perceived oppression of
Russian minorities in Baltic states, and insults from Poland towards Russia. According to
him, Moscow only answered with diplomatic reactions. He stated a question if the USA
would act in a similar (diplomatic) way when the same would happening to its minorities
in Mexico, or Canada. Skála added that even the Third Reich did not send Czech soldiers
to borders with Russia (Petřík, 2016a). In his article on website of Haló noviny Skála
argued that Russia did not use propaganda against the EU. He stated that the situation
was reversed, and that, on the contrary, the EU, and NATO built their propaganda
centers (Skála, 2016).

Member of the European Parliament Jiří Maštálka said, in the interview, that the
annexation of Crimea was approved by its inhabitants in the referendum, and that
Ukraine had not respected Crimean wishes in the past. He also marked the sanctions like
ineffective. Maštálka declared that Russian did not want to weaken Europe, on the
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contrary, the Russian Federation needed Europe like good, and stable partner (Dudek,
2016).

KSČM answered author's sub-questions. According to its words, the party does not
perceive Russian foreign policy as threatening. It thinks that Russian does not force its
foreign, and security policy to the Czech Republic. On the contrary, the party sees that
the EU, the USA, and NATO force these policies to the Czech Republic. KSČM adds that
the Russian Federation does not have any territorial, or property claims. The
contemporary situation the party sees like an increasing hysteria of one part of the
Western world. KSČM marks statements like behind everything is Russia" or "Russia is
the guilty party" like magic formula of the Western psychosis. The party thinks that
reports of the Czech intelligence agencies are used, by many politicians, to raise
atmosphere of the threat in the Czech society. In those reports is stated that Russian
interest groups, and informational services are present in the Czech Republic. KSČM
reacts that it considers like a general knowledge that the Czech Republic, because of its
geopolitical location, is crossroad of many spheres of interests of various powers, and
their intelligence services. Economic relations with the Russian Federation KSČM
perceive like very important, although, the Czech Republic is not fully dependent on
energy supplies now. Nevertheless, it sees that Russia has many economical, and trade
opportunities. KSČM marks abandoning of Russian market after 1989 like a mistake.
Current informational, and medial war was not supposedly started by the Russian
Federation, but by the West. KSČM sees it like a continuance of Western Cold War
practices. The party perceives new technologies like an important part of this war which
is led by media owned by American, and Western companies, and now also led by the
Czech Television. According to KSČM, Czech, and Western politicians are blaming
Russia, and the Russian President for this state. Current Western activities, which should
fight with the Russian propaganda, the party sees like efforts to control the public
opinion which is shaped by free access to opposing information. KSČM claims that if
someone is spreading panic about Russian informational activities influencing Czech
security it should think about oneself, and answer the question "cui bono". KSČM thinks
that NATO is strengthening its positions against Russian, thus it is threatening European
stability. The party perceives that Czech membership in NATO is bringing risks, and the
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Russian Federation knows Czech obligations following from this. It also perceives
opinions of General Pavel like threat increasing (Flasarová, 2016).

KSČM repeatedly stated that the Russian Federation does not represent threat to
the Czech Republic, or the West, on the contrary, KSČM thinks that Russia needs Europe
like a partner. Nevertheless, KSČM does not agree with Czech membership in NATO, and
in long-term perspective it wants even disband the organization. Some KSČM
representatives accuse the West of propaganda against Russia, and they are stating that
Russia does not use propagandistic methods. Party's representatives also do not
perceive the sanctions like effective method, and they are asking how the Czech
Republic will be effected. They are often using comparison of contemporary situation
with the Second World War (deployment of NATO forces near Russia, Russian offer of
alliance against terrorism, etc.).

2.3.4 Czech Social Democratic Party (ČSSD)
Czech Social Democratic Party traces its origin to the second half of the 19th
century (ČSSD, 2016a). The goal of the ČSSD is functional state with society where
individual could develop, and employ its abilities. This society should be based on the
balance amongst economy, social sphere, and care about natural environment (ČSSD,
2013, p. 4). ČSSD thinks that for healthy development of the society is important stable
internal, and external environment. ČSSD wants the Czech Republic to be active, and
responsible member of the EU, and NATO. The party wants to respond on global
challenges by higher level of international cooperation, and integration (ČSSD, 2013, p.
32). In 2013 elections into the Chamber of Deputies ČSSD gained 20,4 % of votes
(Volby.cz, 2013). ČSSD is in the largest governmental party, and it has 0 of 200 deputies
in the Chamber of Deputies (The Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech
Republic, 2016). Chairman of the party Bohuslav Sobotka is the Prime Minister of the
Czech Republic, vice-chairman Milan Chovanec is the Minister of the Interior, vicechairman Lubomír Zaorálek is the Minister of Foreign Affairs, and member of the party
Jan Mládek is Minister of Industry and Trade. Opinions of these representatives, and
theirs ministries, are broadly described in other chapters, in this chapter the author of
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this diploma thesis wants to describe opinions of other party members to create
broader overview of the party's discourse on the Russian threat. He is especially
focusing on opposing opinions, because they are frequently present.

President of the Senate Milan Štěch gave to German Chancellor Angela Merkel a
letter where requested objective reevaluation of the sanctions against the Russian
Federation. Štěch stated that the sanctions were imposed because of efforts to change
Russian policy towards Ukraine, more specifically to end Russian aggression against
Ukraine, but he did not see such effect of the sanctions. Štěch also said that the Czech
Republic had loyally fulfilled its commitments following from imposed sanctions, but it
also had borne its negative economical effects. Štěch saw that export to Russia had
decreased, and this meant considerable loss for Czech, and Moravian farmers, he
marked it like potentially lethal for them, and he expressed concerns about employment
in regions. Štěch also stated that many European countries, including Germany, had
been directly investing in the Russian Federation, concretely investments had gone to
building new production capacities in Russia, thus Russia had increased its resistance
towards the sanctions. He also thought that when the sanctions would be terminated
Czech companies would have problems with returning to the Russian market, because
of its newly built capacities (Štěch, 2016).

Deputy Jiří Koskuba thought that Russia, and its interests could not be deleted from
the map. He said that year 1968 could not be forgotten, but that no one had been
reminding to Germany its acts (Petřík, 2016b). Koskuba claimed that predators from
NATO had wanted to find a new prey, thus they had targeted Russia. He also refused
any military bases on the Czech territory. Koskuba disagreed with the sanctions, he said
that he had considered them like a mistake from the beginning (Parlamentní listy,
2016b).

Deputy Jaroslav Foldyna said that Russia did not pose any threat to the Czech
Republic, instead of that he saw threat following from Islamism. Foldyna thought that
money which were requested for increasing military expenditures should be given to
health, and social care, and education. If money would be invested to solving people's
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problems there would not be any wars said Foldyna. Foldyna believed that Russia is
European partner, and in the future it would be also American partner. Foldyna spoke
about artificial creating of the crisis. Allied convoys which passed through the Czech
Republic Foldyna marked like a demonstrative act, which had been banned in NATO's
documents. He marked it like creating of threat for the world. Foldyna disagreed with
building of foreign military bases, and with presence of foreign military forces on the
Czech territory. Foldyna felt the presence, and manifestation of other than Russian
propaganda in the Czech Republic. He thought that more propagandas (American,
Russian) had been struggling today (Černá, 2016).

In Parlamentní listy's survey amongst Czech politicians about deployment of NATO
forces to border states with the Russian Federation Deputy Antonín Seďa said that
strengthening of NATO forces in these states was requested by them after annexation of
Crimea. He marked it like a deterrence of the Russian Federation, not like a threat for it,
but he saw an issue that there had been agreement that no NATO forces would be
permanently present there, and this would be circumvent by establishing long-term
exercise where forces would be rotated. Member of the European Parliament Jan Keller
stated that he thought that if Russia would demonstrate its readiness by similarly
intelligent way like NATO, there would be the Third World War. Deputy Jiří Koskuba
claimed that there is a new Cold War, and that Brussels comrades are not only preparing
the hot one, but they already had started. He also asked if anyone is still thinking that
NATO is defensive pact, and added that he did not. Koskuba connected it with a
statement that attack is the best form of defense. Deputy Jaroslav Foldyna thought that
the Russian Federation did not threaten these states, and that this step would create
bigger tension. Foldyna saw participation of Czech soldier like inappropriate. According
to him, NATO forces should be used to protect Europe against illegal migrants (Petřík,
2016a).

The party's highest representatives mostly perceive the Russian threat like present,
and they are criticizing Russian behavior. These applies especially to Bohuslav Sobotka,
and Lubomír Zaorálek. Also Chovanec's Ministry of Interior is acting with the Russian
threat issue. Jan Mládek works pragmatically with economical impacts of clash between
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the West, and the Russian Federation. Nevertheless, in the party are other members
which are not agreeing with the perception of the Russian threat, and they want to
employ different approach towards Russia. Also party's opinion on the sanctions is
fragmented. ČSSD's perception of the Russian threat is probably the most split amongst
parties, and movements in the Chamber of Deputies. The opinions presented above are
only some examples, in the party exist many opinions, positive, or negative towards
Russia. In this chapter the author wants to show contrast with statements of ČSSD's
highest representatives, which are presented in respective chapters, to point out the
fragmentation of the party.
2.3.5 Dawn - National Coalition
Businessman, and former senator, Tomio Okamura established the movement after
his unsuccessful attempt to take part in first direct presidential elections in the Czech
Republic. Main topic of the movement was (and still is) implementation of direct
democracy into the Czech political system (ČTK, 2013). In 2015 Dawn's parliamentary
group expelled Tomio Okamura, and deputy Radim Fiala from the group. the reason was
internal, and financial disputes (Lang, 2015). Like a new chairman of the movement was
chosen former soldier Miroslav Lidinský, which is not a member of the Chamber of
Deputies (ČTK, 201 ). In 2013 elections the movement gained 6,88% of votes (Volby.cz,
2013). The movement is in the opposition, and it has 7 of 200 deputies in the Chamber
of Deputies (The Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, 2016).

The Dawn claims that the Czech Republic belongs to the Western civilization, and
that cooperation between members and non-members of the EU is important. The
Dawn wants free movement of goods, services, investments, and people across Europe,
nonetheless, it does not want the EU to interfere too much (taxation, grants, saving of
member states in financial problems). The movements does not want to orient foreign
policy to any superpower, and it says that it does not matter which one it would be
(Moscow, Berlin, Brussels, etc.) (Úsvit, 2016).

The author did not find evidences that the Dawn perceives the Russian threat like
an important issue. On the question, set by Parlamentní listy amongst Czech politicians,
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about deployment of NATO forces to border states with the Russian Federation,
Miroslav Lidinský answered that he would deploy NATO forces to the southern border,
because that was the way how migrants got to Europe. He marked the deployment
"against" Russia like taking attention away from the real security threat (millions of
illegal migrants, and Islamic terrorists). Dawn deputy Marek Černoch also marked
Islamic terrorism like more important threat. He wanted NATO to take action in this
issue. Černoch said that Russian forces were strongly tied in Syria, because Russia
perceived this threat more urgent (Petřík, 2016a). In 2014 parliamentary debate about
the sanctions deputy Martin Lank questioned effectiveness of a sanction mechanism in
general, and he mentioned the Cuban example. According to Lank sanctions would not
damage big powers, but the smallest states. He claimed that the intent could be
reversed, and that the Czech Republic could be the one more damaged. He stated that
he was not able to imagine Vladimir Putin's knees starting shaking when he will hear
that the Czech Republic joined the sanctions (Lank, 2014). In the interview for
Parlamentní listy chairman Lidinský said that the Czech Republic should be prepared for
disintegration of the Western structures (especially the EU, and NATO). He suggested to
aim attention towards cooperation in the Visegrad Group (Petřík, 2016c). The Dawn
tried to pass a law about a referendum about leaving the EU, the reason was migration
policy of the EU (Novinky, 2015), however, it looks like that with Czech membership in
NATO the Dawn is reconciled (Petřík, 2016b).

For Dawn - National Coalition Russia does not present the threat, this movement
perceives like the threat Islamic terrorism, and migration crisis. The Russian threat
construct is not concerning representatives of the Dawn, thus they do not discuss it
much. Dawn representatives question the sanctions because of the impact on the Czech
Republic.
2.3.6 Freedom and Direct Democracy (SPD)
When Tomio Okamura, and Radim FIala were in 2015 expelled from the Dawn, they
established their own political movement, and called it Freedom and Direct Democracy
(Kopecký and Venturová, 201 ). Tomio Okamura is the leader of this movement. The
movement does not have its own parliamentary group in the Chamber of Deputies (The
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Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, 2016). For SPD is the
most important to implement direct democracy into the Czech political system, the
movement itself marks it like a radical change (SPD, 2015a).

SPD published document with its ideas how to do Czech foreign policy. SPD wants
Czech foreign policy to be Czech again, defending Czech citizens, and their interests. SPD
criticizes the European Union, mainly its failure to maintain security, and it wants to
make a referendum about leaving the EU. SPD claims that, after the Czech Republic
joined NATO, the Army of the Czech Republic has been only used by the USA like a cover
to obtain and idea of international cooperation. The movement thinks that NATO
membership does not substitute insufficiency of the Army of the Czech Republic to
defend the territory. SPD wants to abolish participation on foreign military missions
without agreement of the Security Council. It also wants to make a referendum about
leaving NATO. In the document SPD dedicated a chapter to relations with Russia. SPD
considers the Russian Federation like an important historical trade partner, it highlights
its natural resources (especially gas, and oil). The sanctions, and human rights talk SPD
marks like an excuse of the EU for the real interest - Russian natural resources. SPD
trusts in mutual, balanced trade relations. The movement also wants to use Russian
experience with fighting terrorism, and Islamism. The part is ended with a statement:
Nor the West, nor the East, but the Czech Republic (SPD, 2015b).

In Parlamentní listy's survey amongst Czech politicians about deployment of NATO
forces to border states with the Russian Federation Tomio Okamura said that it was
absurd example of NATO acts. He thought that instead of immediate protection of
southern borders against real invasion of Muslims, the NATO, and the Czech Minister of
Defence Stropnický wanted to send forces to the east against our ally in the fight with
Islamist. Okamura considered it like a message to Islamist that they are welcomed, and
that they should not be feared of Russia, because NATO would not allow Russia to do
anything. Okamura saw that like an another reason why to initiate discussion not only
about leaving the EU, but also about leaving NATO controlled by the USA. He said that
NATO, and its Muslim allies are increasing tensions in the world (Petřík, 2016a).
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The SPD clearly does not perceive the Russian Federation like a threat, on the
contrary it sees Russia like an ally in the fight with Islamic terrorism, which considers like
a real threat. SPD questioned Czech membership in the Western structures, and it wants
to make referendums about this issue. SPD's rhetoric against NATO is strong, and sharp.

2.3.7 Christian and Democratic Union - Czechoslovak People's Party (KDUČSL)
Czechoslovak People's Party originated in 1919. In 1992 Czechoslovak People's Party
merged with Christian and Democratic Union, and thus KDU-ČSL was created (KDU-ČSL,
2016a). The party marks itself like conservative, and Ten Commandments like a basis for
its political steps. KDU-ČSL wants free, democratic, and socially cohesive society,
maintaining traditions of Christian culture, and civilization (KDU-ČSL, 2016b). KDU-ČSL is
the smallest governmental party, in 2013 elections gained 6,78% of votes (Volby.cz,
2013), and it has 14 of 200 deputies in the Chamber of Deputies (The Chamber of
Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, 2016).

KDU-ČSL answered four author's sub-questions. The party thinks that, during the
Ukrainian conflict, Russia broke practically all agreements with NATO, the mutual
partnership, and the cooperation. KDU-ČSL states that Kremlin perceives all formal USSR
satellites like its possible zone of influence, where it wants to increase its pressure, and
influence. KDU-ČSL thinks that the Russian Federation successfully intervened into the
earlier debate about placing missile defence on the Czech territory. It also sees proRussian servers influencing debates in the Czech Republic, especially thinks that those
servers escalated debate about the migration, and hysteria against the EU, and
Germany. KDU-ČSL sees strong intervention in creating misinterpretation of the Russian
active role in the annexation of Crimea, and in the Ukraine conflict. The party identifies
efforts to create pressure to terminate the sanctions against Russia, and to make the
Czech Republic anti-sanction Trojan horse in the EU. KDU-ČSL marks it like efforts to do
pro-Russian policy, divide the European Union, and destroy trans-Atlantic bonds. KDUČSL thinks that Russian informational activities are polarizing Czech public opinion, and
it thinks that there is support of pro-Russian political parties (extreme right wing, KSČM,
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etc.) The party thinks that the EU wants to perceive the Russian Federation like a trade
partner, but the Russian Federation sees the West (e.g. member states of NATO,
including the Czech Republic) like an enemy, and a threat. According to KDU-ČSL the EU
is a key trade partner for the Czech Republic. Economical relations with Russia are
important especially in the energetic sector, the party sees export into the Russia like
marginal. In the contemporary shape of relations KDU-ČSL perceives strong economical
bonds with Russia like dangerous (KDU-ČSL, 2016c).

Deputy Ivan Gabal proclaimed Russian propaganda like very dangerous. He
perceived Russian informational activity against the EU, and the USA like propagandistic
war, and he saw such activities present also in the Czech Republic. The goal was to
influence domestic politics. He suggested to ban websites which were spreading this
propaganda. Gabal marked KSČM like a propagator of Russian opinions. According to
Gabal there also were scenarios how to change contemporary government, and thus
create interim government which could enforce more pro-Russian approach (e.g.
termination of the sanctions). Gabal saw Russian political system like authoritative, but
after murder of opposition politic Boris Nemtsov, he thought more about shift towards
dictatorship (Leschtina, 2016).

In 2015 KDU-ČSL made a statement that its representatives would not travel to
Russia. It was clarified like a solidarity step with persons which were listed, and banned
from the entry to Russia. The party marked Russian list like a retaliatory measure which
did not have support in the international law, and which should create an illusion that it
was a normal diplomatic dispute. KDU-ČSL marked it like a classic example of soviet style
propaganda, when Russia did not hesitate to use lies. The party insisted on its
condemnation of the Russian aggression, refused legitimacy of the Russian list, and
declared that until the Russian Federation would stop destabilizing Ukraine, party
representatives would not travel into Russia (KDU-ČSL, 2015).

Minister of Agriculture Marian Jurečka evaluated the effect of the Russian countersanctions. According to Jurečka the counter-santions has double effect. Firstly Czech
farmers had direct losses thanks to the import ban, and secondly there were losses
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thanks to excess of goods on the European market which should be originally exported
to Russia. He claimed that there were efforts to find new markets, nevertheless, he
thought that the Russian Federation eventually would terminate its counter-sanctions,
because some products it was not capable to produce (Janouš, 2015). Despite that
Marian Jurečka had seen negative effect of the sanction spiral, he declared that human
rights could not be exchange for possibility to export to the Russian Federation. He
stated that the Czech Republic had negative experiences from years 1938, and 1968,
and that next time it could be the Czech Republic who would be annexed. Jurečka added
that Baltic states had greater export to Russia than the Czech Republic, and despite of
that they were not protesting. He also stated that the Russian market is not such
important for the Czech Republic, and that it could be replaced by other countries (ČTK,
2016c).

KDU-ČSL deeply perceive the Russian threat, its representatives are especially
concerned by Russian information activities on the Czech territory, and in the whole
West. It marks it basically like a war rhetoric. The party believes that the Russian
Federation perceives the West, and thus the Czech Republic, like an enemy. There are
concerns about Russian interfering into Czech domestic scene. The party marks Russian
behavior like violation of all agreements, and of the international law. KDU-ČSL uses
strong rhetoric, and it tries to explain why this topic matter. The party would not
exchange trade opportunities in the Russian Federation for termination of the sanctions.
KDU-ČSL even made a statement that its representatives will not travel to Russia,
because of the Russian list of banned persons.

2.3.8 TOP 09, and Mayors and Independents (STAN)
TOP 09 was created in 2009, its acronym stands for Tradice (Tradition),
Odpovědnost (Responsibility), and Prosperita (Prosperity). Its founding fathers were
Karel Schwarzenberg (former Minister of Foreign Affairs, and current President of the
Foreign Committee of the Parliament of the Czech Republic) , and Miroslav Kalousek
(Pavel, 2009). In 2013 elections TOP 09, and STAN - Starostové a nezávislí (Mayors and
Independents), stood for the elections together. In 2016 their cooperation expired, and
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since then it is not defined by a contract. Nevertheless, they still have common
parliamentary, and senate groups (Starostové a nezávislí, 2016a). TOP 09 considers
Euro-Atlantic relations like a crucial condition for European, and even world security.
Keeping promised commitments towards NATO, and the EU TOP 09 sees like natural. In
its basic points TOP 09 explicitly mentions the Russian Federation. TOP 09 claims that
Russia has potential like an important trade, and economic partner, but thanks to
authoritative attributes of the Russian political system, TOP 09 suggests that the Czech
diplomacy needs to pay special notice to it (TOP 09, 2016). STAN refers to Judaic, and
Christian moral roots of the European society, and that the Czech Republic should be
strongly internationally anchored. STAN marks responsibility, and cooperation of
European states like a basis for the European future (Starostové a nezávislí, 2016b). In
2013 elections the formation of both parties gained 11,99% of votes (Volby.cz, 2013).
The formation is in the opposition, and it has 25 of 200 deputies in the Chamber of
Deputies (The Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, 2016).

Former chairman of TOP 09 Karel Schwarzenberg (now honorary chairman) said in
2014 in the debate about the sanctions against Russia in the Chamber of Deputies that
part of Ukraine was annexed, and that Russian forces together with local rebels had
attacked frontier of east Ukraine. He stated that it had been regular Russian military
controlled from Russia. He admitted that the sanctions had not been flawless
(Schwarzenberg, 2014a). He thought that the sanctions should be more swift, and
vigorous. Schwarzenberg marked the situation like a war between Russia, and Ukraine,
and he said that it should be referred like a war. Moreover, he states that it was a war
against the whole EU, because it had been triggered by Ukrainian effort to make
association agreement with the EU (Schwarzenberg, 2014b).

In Parlamentní listy's survey amongst Czech politicians about deployment of NATO
forces to border states with the Russian Federation

the actual TOP 09 chairman

Miroslav Kalousek said that he TOP 09 supported this deployment (including Czech
soldiers), and that these forces were not aimed to threatening Russia, but to show allies
that they are not alone. Former chairman Karel Schwarzenberg stated that he
considered it like a natural demonstration of solidarity to allies. TOP 09 deputy František
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Laudát marked it like a right decision, because of Russian aggressive behavior. He also
stated that Russia understood only to a force, and that it was a shame not to build
American military installation on the Czech territory. STAN chairman Petr Gazdík
understood concerns of allies about Russia, but not only about Russia. He thought that
we should be prepared on the other threats which could influence our security (Petřík,
2016a). In the debate with the chairman of KSČM Vojtěch Filip, Petr Gazdík said that
Vladimir Putin acknowledged only a force. He also stated that the sanctions started to
work, they brought results, and that it was the right moment to show power of the
European Union to solve peacefully the Ukrainian conflict. He saw the annexation of
Crimea, and the intervention of Russian forces on the Ukrainian territory like a
unprecedented violation of international law (Czech Television, 2014c).

The vice-chairman of TOP 09, and deputy of the Chamber of Deputies Helena
Langšádlová marked Russia like a threat. She summed up that Russia occupied part of
Georgia - South Ossetia, and Abkhazia, that Russia had influence in Transnistria, and that
Russia occupied part of Ukraine, and caused the war in eastern Ukraine. Langšádlová
saw Russia leading propagandistic war, and doing cyber attacks in the EU. She made
concrete examples of such Russian activities. She mentioned financing Marie Le Pen,
Nigel Farage, and others which want to undermine the EU. She also talked about
spreading information on the internet, and through social media (Události, komentáře,
2016c). She named such activities like a hybrid warfare. Langšádlová also saw high
number of Russian diplomats present in the Czech Republic like an evidence of Russian
interests, she thought that amongst them were Russian agents. Another mentioned
method was using of local Russian minorities to promote Russian interests (e.g. Russian
minority in Germany) (Hovorková, 2016).

Marek Ženíšek, first vice-chairman of TOP 09, and a deputy, in his blog claimed that
Russia, by its behavior, had been trying what could be tolerated. He marked Russia like a
revisionist, strongly nationalist country with tremendous military potential, which would
benefit from the dissolution of Europe. Ženíšek saw omnipresent Russian propaganda
with strong anti-American, and anti-Brussels rhetoric. He thought that the Czech society
was listening to it. Ženíšek suggested that it is important to not be afraid to fight it, and
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to spend money on this fight. He did not want to terminate the sanctions against Russia.
He ended with thought, that the Czech Republic would be always part of some larger
entity, and when he should choose amongst Russia, Islamic world, and the EU, he
wanted to be part of the EU, despite its mistakes (Ženíšek, 2016). Marek Ženíšek,
together with Members of the European Parliament Luděk Niedermayer, and Jaromír
Štětina, signed statement of the European People's Party that the sanctions against the
Russian Federation should not be terminated. They condemned Russian effort to
destabilize Ukraine, and they backed up prolongation of the sanctions until the Minsk
protocol would be fulfilled, and Crimea returned to Ukraine (Niedermayer, Štětina and
Ženíšek, 2016). Jaromír Štětina stated that the European Union is in the war with the
Russian Federation, and that a word could be stronger than a rocket or a SU-25. He
marked it like a hybrid war which is waged by Kremlin, and that in this war Kremlin is
winning (Hannibal, 2016).

TOP 09 evidently perceives Russian threat present. Representatives of the party
mark the Russian Federation like the aggressor in the Ukraine conflict, and they refer to
the conflict like a war between Russia, and Ukraine. TOP 09 supports the sanctions
against Russia, but thinks that they could be made more effective. For TOP 09 is
important to be part of the West, and of the EU. TOP 09 representatives see Russian
informational activities like very dangerous, they mark them like propaganda, and they
trying to set it like an important topic. The author of this thesis did not find evidence
that STAN had different opinion on the topic, its chairman Petr Gazdík agreed with
deployment of NATO forces closer to the Russia, and he said that the Russian Federation
violated international law by its participation in the Ukrainian conflict. The rhetoric of
TOP 09, and STAN representatives seem to be strong, they are vigorously refer to the
Russian behavior like threatening.
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3. Perception of the Russian Threat in the Czech Political, and Administrative Discourse
The goal of this diploma thesis is to create complex overview of the perception of
the Russian threat in the Czech political, and administrative discourse. The author chose
actors which in his opinion are the most important for representing this discourse, and
he created categories whose perception by actors should provide the final overview.
The author divided the actors into two groups. The first group is dealing with opinions of
the most relevant institutions, thus with the President of the Czech Republic, and his
Office, and with the Government of the Czech Republic (represented by Prime Minister,
and four most relevant ministries). The second group is describing opinions of
parliamentary political parties, and movements. Opinions of individual actors are
described in respective chapters. In this chapter the author wants to make final remarks
towards the perception of the Russian threat. It could be said that the discourse is
fragmented. There is full spectrum of opinions. For example KSČM does not perceive the
Russian Federation like a threat, on the contrary, it sees Russia like a partner, and it sees
the current tensions like a product of Western warmongers. Like an opposite could be
marked (not only) TOP 09, and its perception of informational war led by Russia. There is
fragmentation not only amongst parties, and movements, but also inside individual
parties. Like a clearest example could be taken ČSSD, it is the largest governmental party
from which are the Prime Minister, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, and the Minister of
Interior. These representatives, and their ministries condemn the Russian behavior, and
they are also making active steps – like creating of the Centre Against Terrorism and
Hybrid Threats – but inside their party are also voices which perceive the Western
behavior like problematic, and which support change of the course towards the Russian
Federation. Amongst institutions the discourse does not seems such fragmented, but
also there could be found discrepancies. The Ministry of Industry and Trade (also led by
ČSSD) is logically concerned more about the effect of the sanctions on the Czech
Republic than with violations of international law, and human rights. Also the President
of the Czech Republic does not perceive the Russian Federation like a threatening actor,
but it recognizes its concrete illegal steps. The Czech discourse towards the Russian
threat is really fragmented, more examples of this fragmentation are presented in
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followings sub-chapters, which are dealing with individual categories created by the
author.

3.1 Russian Foreign Policy as a Threat
Generally, in the Czech discourse there are not any concerns about direct Russia
military attack on the Czech soil. The actors do not work with this possibility in their
statements. However, the Russian behavior in the recent past has been rising some
concerns, and some actors has been calling for higher caution. Especially Russian
annexation of Crimea, and Russian interventions in Ukraine are examples of such
behavior. For many actors these actions symbolize violation of the international law.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has long history of statements which condemn such
behavior, also the Prime Minister recognizes it like problematic. The President, and his
Office also see it like a violation of the international law (e.g. Budapest Memorandum),
but the President's concerns about the Russian behavior are not as high as of other
representatives, especially as high as of some political parties (e.g. TOP 09, KDU-ČSL).
For the President it is more like a natural result of the competitive international system.
He refuses any thought about possible Russian attack on NATO. He marks it like a
political, and military suicide.

Many actors compare contemporary Russian behavior with the Soviet invasion to
Czechoslovakia in 1968. According to them, the Czech Republic with its historical
experience should be more sensitive about such behavior. It is clear that this experience
is deeply rooted in the Czech discourse, and that by some actors every Russian action
will be observed through this experience.

On the other side, there are actors which are perceiving the Russian Federation like
a natural ally, especially in the fight with the Islamic terrorism. Those are especially
members of KSČM, the Dawn, and SPD. The president Miloš Zeman is also proponent of
this opinion. The author thinks that it is possible to say that this opinion is present in the
whole discourse. Nevertheless, some actors are using it for dismissing any concerns
about Russian behavior in general.
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3.2 Security, and Economic Relations
The sanctions against the Russian Federation is prevailing topic in the economic
area. Highly disputed is their effectiveness, and by some actors also their purpose. The
Ministry of Foreign Affairs considers them like a natural reaction on the Russian
behavior in contemporary international system. It is clear that for the Ministry of
Industry and Trade the sanctions are necessary evil, but officially the ministry is acting
accordingly with the Czech foreign policy which is created by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, and approved by the Government of the Czech Republic. Nevertheless, the
Ministry of Industry and Trade has been trying to support businessmen which stayed on
the Russian market. In this case it is interesting how the Minister of Agriculture Marian
Jurečka (KDU-ČSL) perceives the sanctions. Although, that his ministry could be
considered also like economical, he said that human rights could not be traded for
business opportunities. President Miloš Zeman sees sanction mechanisms like nonfunctional in general, and he often repeats example of the non-effective sanctions
imposed on Cuba. For the chairman of KSČM Vojtěch Filip is a question why were
sanctions imposed only on the Russian Federation, and not on other violators of the
international law (like Israel, or states which according to Filip violated U.N. resolutions
for Syria, and Libya). An important topic connected with the sanctions, and economic
relations in general, is Czech membership in the European Union. Discussions were
especially about the pressure from the EU on imposing of the sanctions. For Vojtěch Filip
sanctions are only a way how the EU wants to easily obtain Russian resources. President
of the Senate Milan Štěch expressed concerns that some European countries circumvent
the sanctions by investing directly into Russian businesses, and thus worsening future
access on the Russian market. He claimed that the new businesses would be producing
goods which earlier were imported by Czech companies. Generally, the sanctions are
perceived more pragmatically, although in the Czech discourse are some proponents of
this mechanism. Like the main goal of the sanctions, by their proponents, is fulfillment
of Minsk Agreements. Regarding the relations with the Russian Federation are
sometimes mentioned supplies of Russian raw materials into the Czech Republic, but it
is not as often as the author expected.
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3.3 Russian Propaganda, and Informational Activities
Propaganda, disinformation campaigns, cyber attacks, these all activities are
perceived, by some actors, like methods used by the Russian Federation. Hybrid warfare
is often mentioned like effective, and used method. Some actors are deeply concerned
about such behavior. The Ministry of Interior of the Czech Republic made the National
Security Audit where described how informational activities could influence Czech
security. The ministry based on its findings creation of the Centre Against Terrorism and
Hybrid Threats. Purpose of this centre is not to counter only the Russian propaganda,
but it should react on the disinformation in general. Nonetheless, according to its
representative Eva Romancovová, the Russian Federation is a producer of such
disinformation. KDU-ČSL deputy Ivan Gabal expressed deep concerns about Russian
informational activities, he even stated that there were scenarios to change the Czech
government with intention to create pro-Russian Trojan horse in the EU. On the
speculations that the Russian intelligence services has been trying to influence Czech
politicians President Miloš Zeman said, that he could speak only for himself, but that no
one wanted to influence him. For representatives of KSČM the informational campaign
is led by the West, they do not perceive any particular propagandistic efforts from
Russia.

3.4 The Czech Republic as a Member of NATO
Perception of the Czech membership in NATO is fragmented similarly like
perception of other categories. For Czech institutions this membership is mostly
assurance of the Czech security, and guarantee of freedom. The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs confirmed it in its Security Strategy from 2015. NATO's Article 5 is taken like a key
component. It also agrees with NATO deterrence policy, and capabilities, and with active
involvement abroad if other measures fail. Important question connected with NATO is
deployment of NATO forces, especially near Russian borders. For the Ministry of
Defence it is an example of NATO's readiness, and solidarity with members which
perceive Russian behavior like threatening. Amongst political parties, and movements
this question resonate more. Some actors agree with this evaluation, but there are also
actors (the Dawn, SPD, KSČM, some members of ČSSD) which consider it like hazardous,
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and provocative. They are also claiming that NATO forces should be used against so
called threat from South, thus against Islamic terrorism, and migration crisis. The Dawn,
SPD, and KSČM also wants a referendum about leaving NATO. This referendum supports
also President Miloš Zeman, but he expressed that he would vote for staying. KSČM
wants to change European security order, it suggests to hold new conference similar to
Helsinki Final Acts. According to KSČM, European security should be based on
guarantees given by the United States, the Russian Federation, and China.

Conclusion
The goal of this diploma thesis was to find how the Russian threat is perceived in
the Czech political, and administrative discourse. For this purpose the author stated the
Research Question: How is perceived the Russian threat in the Czech political, and
administrative discourse? The author decided to use constructivism, and discourse
analysis to answer the Research Question. Concretely he was inspired by Teun A. van
Dijk's approach. The author chose actors, which in his opinion are the most important
for shaping of the Russian threat construct in the Czech political, and administrative
discourse. There are two categories of chosen actors. First category is composed of
relevant institutions: The President of the Czech Republic, and his office, and The
Government of the Czech Republic. The author chose five sub-actors to represent the
government: The Prime Minister of the Czech Republic, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Czech Republic, Ministry of the Defence and Armed Forces of the Czech Republic,
Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic, and Ministry of Industry and Trade.
Second category is aimed on parliamentary political parties, and movements in the
Chamber of Deputies: ANO 2011, Civic Democratic Party, Communist Party of Bohemia
and Moravia, Czech Social Democratic Party, Dawn - National Coalition, Freedom and
Direct Democracy, Christian and Democratic Union - Czechoslovak People's Party, and
TOP 09 and STAN. Generally it could be said that the Czech political, and administrative
discourse towards the Russian threat is fragmented. Chosen institutions mostly
recognize possibility of Russian threatening behavior. They do not perceive any military
threat for the Czech Republic, but there are concerns especially about Russian
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informational activities like propaganda, and disinformation campaigns which could
influence Czech democratic system. These concerns are especially visible in behavior of
the Ministry of Interior which established the Centre Against Terrorism and Hybrid
Threats. Nevertheless, some remarks could be find in the Security Strategy written by
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and also in its statements. Opinions of President Miloš
Zeman differ from more or less unitary institutional discourse. He does not perceive
Russian behavior like a threat, although, he recognizes its illegal behavior in the case of
annexation of Crimea. Amongst parliamentary political parties, and movements the
situation is more complicated. There is wide range of opinions. For example TOP 09, and
KDU-ČSL see especially Russian informational activities like a threat, but for KSČM the
Russian Federation is more like an ally, particularly in the fight with Islamic terrorism.
There are also disagreements towards Czech membership in NATO, and towards NATO
in general. For some parties NATO is guarantee of security, for some it is more a
destabilizing actor. Interesting is discourse of ČSSD. This party is the strongest
governmental party, and it has the Prime Minister, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the
Minister of Interior, and the Minister of Industry and Trade. These actors are responsible
for made decisions, but the discourse in the party is often different. Probably ČSSD is the
most fragmented party in this analysis. Some of its members are loudly questioning
Czech policy, and Czech membership in NATO, which is paradoxical considering that the
party should be practically the leading actor of the government, and that it has decisive
word for creation of such policies. In conclusion, Czech perception of the Russian threat
is fragmented, there are actors which are perceiving this threat, and which want to
counter it, but there are also actors which are dismissing this concept, and which want
higher cooperation with the Russian Federation. Nevertheless, the Government of the
Czech Republic is working with the Russian threat construct, especially in the area of
propaganda, and disinformation campaigns.
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